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Abstract 
 
Ding Li 
Localised Routing Algorithms with Quality of Service Constraints 
 
QoS routing, localised routing, algorithms, bandwidth, mean delay, simulation 
 
Localised QoS routing is a relatively new, alternative and viable approach to solve the 
problems of traditional QoS routing algorithms which use global state information 
resulting in the imposition of a large communication overhead and route flapping. They 
make use of a localised view of the network QoS state in source nodes to select paths 
and route flows to destination nodes. Proportional Sticky Routing (PSR) and Credit 
Based Routing (CBR) have been proposed as localised QoS routing schemes and these 
can offer comparable performances. However, since network state information for a 
specific path is only updated when the path is used, PSR and CBR operate with decision 
criteria that are often stale for paths that are used infrequently.  
The aim of this thesis is to focus on localised QoS routing and contribute to enhancing 
the scalability of QoS routing algorithms. In this thesis we have developed three new 
localised QoS routing schemes which are called Score Based QoS Routing (SBR), 
Bandwidth Based QoS Routing (BBR) and Delay Based Routing (DBR). In some of 
these schemes, the path setup procedure is distributed and uses the current network state 
to make decisions thus avoiding problems of staleness. The methods also avoid any 
complicated calculations. Both SBR and BBR use bandwidth as the QoS metric and 
mean delay is used as the QoS metric in DBR. Extensive simulations are applied to 
compare the performance of our proposed algorithms with CBR and the global 
 iii 
Dijkstra’s algorithm for different update intervals of link state, different network 
topologies and using different flow arrival distributions under a wide range of traffic 
loads. It is demonstrated by simulation that the three proposed algorithms offer a 
superior performance under comparable conditions to the other localised and global 
algorithms. 
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 Chapter 1 
Introduction 
As networks modernize and expand with the increasing deployment of high-speed 
technology, the Internet has become an important part of people's daily activity. As a 
packet switched network, the Internet uses gateway routers to interconnect each other. 
Routing is defined as the process to deliver packets from their sources to the ultimate 
destinations through intermediary routers, via the most appropriate path. The current 
Internet protocol offers a single level of service and cannot satisfy real time and 
multimedia applications, since packets are treated equally which is the so-called the 
“best-effort” of the Internet. The best-effort networks do not maintain information as 
each connection arrives at routers, so there is no resource reservation or admission 
control for each connection. Quality of Service was proposed to re-develop the Internet 
to satisfy the need of real-time applications. QoS routing is used to find a feasible path 
that has adequate resources to satisfy a set of QoS requirements of a connection. QoS 
routing algorithms collect the state of link state information and based on this find a 
feasible path that satisfies the QoS requirements.  
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1.1. Motivation 
In order to select a path for a flow to meet the flow’s QoS requirements such as 
bandwidth or delay, Quality of Service (QoS) routing requires source nodes to manage 
some information of the global network QoS state, e.g., the traffic load distribution in 
the network, and based on this information to make judicious choices in path selection. 
With expanded networks and the extremely dynamic nature of the Internet traffic, 
several problems are raised: 
(1) For getting accurate link state information of all links in the network at all times, 
each network node has to keep absolutely up to date information and requires a 
prohibitively extensive exchange of link state update information between network 
nodes for all links. The collection of the global network state information consumes 
an unacceptable amount of network resources and imposes a large communication 
overhead [1]. 
(2) If large update intervals are used to reduce routing overhead, stale/outdated 
information will occur, which may lead to route flapping [1]. When the utilization 
on a link is low, the out-of-date information causes all nodes to route traffic along 
this link and results in rapid utilization of this link; otherwise, all source nodes avoid 
use of the link which has high utilization, and its utilization decreases. This 
oscillatory behaviour brings on poor route selection, instability and an overall 
degradation of network performance. 
All these problems with existing global QoS routing algorithms become serious issues. 
Localised QoS routing [2] has been proposed to solve some of these problems, which 
infers the network QoS state in source nodes based on flow blocking statistics collected 
locally and perform flow routing using this localised view of the network QoS state 
instead of using global QoS state information. Localised QoS routing has advantages 
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over other approaches since the communication overhead and the processing and 
memory at core routers is greatly reduced. Various localised QoS routing algorithms 
have been put forward, such as proportional sticky routing (PSR) [2] and the credit 
based routing algorithm (CBR) [3], but the decision criteria for the paths in these 
algorithms is only updated when the paths are used and so can also become stale for 
paths that are only used infrequently. This motivates us to study and develop new 
localised QoS routing schemes to enhance performance and scalability of QoS routing 
algorithms. 
 
1.2. Aims and Objectives 
The major aim of this thesis is to focus on localised QoS routing algorithms, and to 
enhance the inherent scalability of QoS routing algorithms. The research sub aims are: 
(1) To develop an efficient and scalable localised QoS routing algorithm which selects a 
path based on residual bandwidth. 
(2) To develop an efficient and scalable localised QoS routing algorithm which selects a 
path using a Random Number Generator with the metric of bandwidth. 
(3) To develop a novel localised QoS routing algorithm which selects a path using mean 
delay as a single metric. 
(4) To re-develop the CBR using mean delay as the QoS metric instead of bandwidth. 
 
These aims are to be achieved through the following objectives: 
(1) To study, through various literatures, global and local QoS routing and related 
scalability problems. 
(2) To research and understand problems of QoS routing using delay as a single metric. 
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(3) To develop a simulation platform that can be used to assess the performance of the 
proposed localised algorithms against other localised and global QoS algorithms. 
(4) To develop localised QoS routing algorithms which provide a connection with 
guaranteed QoS requirement, low message overhead and efficient resource 
utilization. 
(5) To develop efficient and scalable localised QoS routing algorithms using bandwidth 
as the single metric. 
(6) To develop a novel localised QoS routing algorithm that uses mean delay as the QoS 
metric. 
 
1.3. Original Contributions 
The contributions of this thesis can be listed as follows: 
(1) We have developed two algorithms which all make routing decisions using residual 
bandwidth statistics collected locally. One selects a path by a Random Number 
Generator based on the view that a path with most residual bandwidth has the 
highest probability to be chosen. Another one selects a path whose residual 
bandwidth is the maximum. 
(2) As a QoS metric, mean delay has some different features. We researched these and 
noted that the use of admission control is essential. We have modified CBR to meet 
the requirements for mean delay and have also developed a novel localised QoS 
routing algorithm which selects a path using mean delay as a single metric and has a 
distributed path selection process. 
(3) We have developed a simulation platform using OMNeT++ and C++ to evaluate 
performance of our proposed localised QoS routing algorithms. After comparing 
Chapter 1. Introduction 
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them with other localised QoS routing algorithms and a representative global QoS 
routing algorithm, we demonstrated through simulations that performance of our 
proposed localised QoS routing algorithms is superior to that of other QoS routing 
algorithms.  
 
1.4. Outline of Rest of Thesis 
The rest of the thesis is organised as follows: 
Chapter 2 describes concept of QoS and QoS routing. QoS routing metrics, state 
information, transmission and decision making are also introduced. We give an 
explanation about the QoS routing problem and discuss the advantages and limitations 
of different routing strategies. 
Chapter 3 introduces related works of QoS routing algorithms. We explain classes of 
QoS routing algorithms. We describe global routing algorithms and their shortcoming, 
and localised routing algorithms and their research evolution. 
Chapter 4 expounds the simulation platform we have developed to assess the 
performance of our proposed QoS routing algorithms. We specify types of network 
topologies, parameter settings and the performance metrics used in the performance 
evaluation. The developed simulator and its validation are also described. 
Chapter 5 proposes two localised QoS routing algorithms which all make routing 
decisions using residual bandwidth statistics collected locally. An extensive simulation 
evaluation of the proposed algorithms and comparison of them with other localised 
routing methods (CBR) and the global QoS routing (Dijkstra’s algorithm) are described. 
Chapter 6 describes a novel delay based QoS routing algorithm which is developed 
using delay as a single metric. We discuss in detail the use of mean delay for QoS 
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routing and re-develop localised Credit Based Routing (CBR) to meet the environment. 
They are both evaluated using simulations against the global shortest path algorithm 
(Dijkstra).  
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and points out possible future directions for the work. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Chapter 2 
QoS Routing 
2.1. Introduction   
The modernisation of the Internet has become an important part of people's daily 
activity. Business application of the Internet has brought certain challenges in terms of 
performance and the services offered. Various real-time applications require different 
levels of service which are not provided by the current Internet which is a so-called 
“best-effort” network. Quality of Service (QoS) routing is used to solve the problem of 
how to select a path for a flow such that the flow’s QoS requirements such as bandwidth 
or delay are likely to be met. In this chapter, we describe QoS, QoS routing and its 
correlative details. 
 
2.2. Literature Review of Routing 
As a packet switched network, the Internet uses gateway routers to interconnect each 
other. Routing is defined as the process to deliver packets from their sources to the 
ultimate destinations through intermediary routers, via the most appropriate path. The 
routing process has two main functions, which are (1) choosing the appropriate paths 
for various source-destination pairs using routing algorithms such as Dijkstra and 
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Bellman-Ford’s shortest path algorithms [4][5] and (2) delivering messages to their 
correct destination once the paths are selected, by making use of routing protocols such 
as Open Shortest Path First (OSPF)[6] and Routing Internet Protocol (RIP)[7].  
The packet’s header is used to store the information for routers to make a routing 
decision. The current Internet Protocol (IP) offers a single level of service and cannot 
satisfy real time and multimedia applications, since packets are treated equally which is 
the so-called “best-effort” service of the Internet. The routing protocol focuses on the 
connectivity of network nodes and their links in best-effort networks. The best-effort 
networks do not maintain information as each connection arrives at routers, so there is 
no resource reservation or admission control for each connection. The end host needs to 
provide reliable packet delivery as there is no guarantee of packet delivery. The 
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)[8] is used by the end host to retransmit packets 
when there is no acknowledgment of proper delivery, and the User Datagram Protocol 
(UDP)[9] is used for applications that rely solely on best-effort. 
Although they are simple and scalable, the routing protocols used in best-effort 
networks have several shortcomings as follows: (1) they primarily use a shortest path 
routing technique that uses only a single minimum hop path between each source and 
destination, which can cause uneven distribution of traffic; (2) they do not have 
admission control and do not differentiate between traffic that uses the network; all 
connection requests are accepted to the network which can lead to network congestion; 
(3) packets are sent to the network without delivery guarantee which can lead to packet 
loss or drops along the shortest path. 
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2.3. Quality of Service (QoS) 
According to the EG 202 009-1[10] “Quality of Service” (QoS) is defined as the 
collective effect of service performances which determine the degree of satisfaction of a 
user of a service. It is characterized by the combined aspects of performance factors 
applicable to all services, such as: 
- service operability performance; 
- service accessibility performance; 
- service retainability performance; 
- service integrity performance; and 
- other factors specific to each service. [10]. 
 
2.3.1. Proposal of Quality of Service 
Quality of Service (QoS) was proposed because the modernization of the Internet that 
has brought it into commercial use has brought about certain challenges in terms of 
performance and the services offered. Various real-time applications require different 
levels of service which are not provided by the current Internet which is a datagram 
model and connectionless network that has imperfect resource management. The 
datagram model makes use of different routes to send packets of a session to a 
destination, and packets may be received out of their original order. Some quality of 
real-time applications such as video on demand and video conferencing is influenced. In 
addition, alternative paths are not used to route traffic when the main path is overloaded. 
Now the Internet has become an important part of people’s daily activity, Quality of 
Service was brought forward to re-develop the Internet to satisfy the need of real-time 
applications. 
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Quality of Service (QoS) is also defined as “the collective effect of service 
performances which determine the degree of satisfaction of a user of the service” [11]. 
In the Internet, a lot of architectures have been proposed to ensure provision of a QoS 
protocol, such as the Integrated Services and Resource Reservation Signalling Protocol 
architecture (IntServ/RVSP)[12][13], the Differentiated Services (DiffServ) 
architecture[14], the Constraint Based Routing (CBR) [20], the Traffic Engineering 
(TE)[16], and the Multi-Protocol Label switching (MPLS)[15]. 
 
2.3.2. Integrated Service (IntServ) 
The Integrated Service (IntServ) is proposed for a per-flow service, which reserves 
resources such as bandwidths and buffers to ensure the requirements of the given flow 
getting its requested service. In the network, each device reserve resources for each flow 
and isolate each flow from the other. With specific QoS for an application flow, 
Resource Reservation Signalling Protocol (RVSP) is used to reserve network resources 
and set up the flow. RVSP also performs delivering the QoS requirements to all 
intermediate routers along the selected path, and recording and maintaining the state of 
each flow to provide the QoS requested[17]. When a new connection arrives, if the 
availability of network resources can meet its requirement, the connection is accepted to 
the network; if not, the connection is rejected. The sender or the receiver of the admitted 
flow is needed to establish a soft state to manage resources within routers. The soft state 
is established and periodically refreshed to avoid termination of the flow using RSVP 
messages. Although it attempts to satisfy the requirement of QoS, IntServ has some 
drawbacks. When incessant growth of the Internet brings the huge growth of state 
information, core routers are required to manage very large numbers of flows and this 
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causes signalling overhead of applying the RVSP protocol.[12]  
 
2.3.3. Differentiated Services (DiffServ) 
As the description in Section 2.3.2, the problem in IntServ is that routers have to 
differentiate between large numbers of connection requests, which result in large 
overhead to maintain a connection request state table. Differentiated Services (DiffServ) 
is proposed for solving the scalability problem raised by IntServ. In DiffServ, traffic is 
divided into aggregated numbers of forwarding classes in the edge router that is 
responsible for classifying packets into their proper class, so that the complexity in core 
routers is reduced. The Service Level Agreement (SLA) is used for classification of the 
packets between service providers. Instead of advance resource reservation setup, 
Differentiated Services operate the classification of packets on the edge of the network, 
so that DiffServ is more scalable and flexible. Differentiated Services mark the Internet 
Protocol (IP) header with the type of SLA applicable, routers then decide how to 
process the packet when they receive the marked packets. DiffServ has Per Hop 
Behaviour (PHB), because its networks do not provide the required quality of service, 
the best-effort treatment is called DEfault per Hop Behaviour (DE PHB). Expedited 
Forwarding per Hop Behaviour (EF PHB)[19] provides applications with low loss, low 
jitter, and low latency. Low priority traffic is provided by Assured Forwarding per Hop 
Behaviour (AF PHB)[18] and delivered packets may be dropped and given low priority 
in case of congestion. The drawbacks of DiffServ is that it does not provide full 
guarantees during congestion and does not provide end to end guarantees for real time 
applications, although it is scalable and offers better performance and less signalling 
overhead than IntServ/RVSP. [14] 
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2.3.4. Constraint Based Routing 
As a set of protocols and algorithms, Constraint Based Routing facilitates a source node 
to compute a feasible path to a destination node and consider multiple constraints to 
increase the utilization of the network[20]. Constraint Based Routing constraints can be 
treated as administrative costs or application QoS requirements for applications such as 
bandwidth, delay, jitter and packet loss [21]. Constraint Based Routing takes into 
account network topology, network traffic requirements and resource availability on 
links to increase network traffic utilization. The network traffic requirements or 
constraints can be applied by administrative policies or QoS requirements. Policy 
constraints are the network traffic constraints applied by administrative policies. 
Routing based policies are the routing protocols which use this approach. QoS routing is 
named as the requirement for applications to be satisfied, which is the most important 
QoS mechanism in the Internet to make the traffic engineering process automatic [22]. 
Policy routing protocols use paths which match to administrative rules and service level 
agreements (SLAs). In policy routing, administrators can make routing decisions not 
only on the destination node location, but also on parameters such as applications used, 
packet size, or identity of both source and destination end systems. 
 
2.3.5. Traffic Engineering (TE) 
To avoid network congestion, the process of managing traffic flows on an IP network is 
named as Traffic Engineering (TE) [25]. Uneven traffic distribution resulting from 
using shortest path protocols causes such congestion and overload in some network 
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links, while others stay underutilized. Traffic engineering aims are to develop and 
improve network performance through optimization of resource utilization in the 
network. Traffic Engineering offers an advanced mechanism to allocate traffic in the 
Internet. The source nodes in the network are required to consider available bandwidth 
in the network before computing paths. A traffic engineering system should monitor the 
network topology and network state information and collect any changes that happen to 
the network due to network dynamics. Network traffic estimation is calculated based on 
accurate information related to traffic demands of users or calculated based on traffic 
measurements. The former calculation gets traffic demands from the service agreement 
between user and service provider. The second calculation gets information from 
network statistics such as traffic loads on a link and breakdown of traffic types. Route 
computation calculates routes based on traffic demands, network state information and 
number of constraints. These constraints can be imposed by routing policies or QoS 
requirements [24]. 
 
2.3.6. Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS)  
Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS)[23] is a new forwarding scheme to solve the 
problem in routing decisions in IP networks. In MPLS, packets are forwarded based on 
an attached label. There is a header between the network layer and data link layer in the 
IP header [24]. A signalling Label Switching Protocol (LSP) is used to set up a path in 
an MPLS domain, and if the flow is admitted then packets are assigned an MPLS label 
which determines the path that will be used in that domain. In MPLS headers, Label 
switch routers (LSRs) are responsible for swapping labels to forward packets on the 
determined path to their destinations. Since LSR routers efficiently switch the added 
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labels, MPLS provides fast packet forwarding in large networks. A virtual private 
network (VPN) can be deployed by MPLS label switched paths [25]. Since the path 
used by the packet is specified by a single LSR router and should not be carried in the 
packet header, MPLS can set up an explicit path using a label switched in the MPLS 
domain. MPLS improves the performance of IP networks by reducing the amount of per 
packet processing required at each node in IP networks. 
 
2.4. Conception of QoS Routing 
QoS routing is the most important QoS mechanism to solve the problem of how to 
select a path for a flow such that the flow’s QoS requirements such as bandwidth or 
delay are likely to be met. The main objectives of QoS routing are (1) dynamic 
determination of feasible paths that satisfy the requirements of a flow; (2) network 
resource optimization and improvement of overall performance by efficient distribution 
of the traffic in the network and maximization of its resource utilization; and (3) 
avoidance of congestion hotspots in the network and provision of good performance 
with heavy loads. For the sake of making judicious choices in path selection, we must 
have information of the network QoS state such as the traffic load distribution in the 
network. To develop any QoS routing scheme, two key questions must be addressed: (1) 
how to get information of the network state and (2) given this information, how to select 
a path for a flow. In QoS routing, Solutions of these questions influence the 
performance and cost tradeoffs. [21] 
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2.5. QoS Routing State Information 
The process of QoS routing requires knowledge of the network state information to find 
a feasible path that satisfies flow requirements which can be measured using certain 
metrics. With confirmation of metrics, QoS routing state information is used to find a 
feasible path for a new connection. The methods of collecting the network state 
information and keeping it up-to-date affect the efficiency of routing. QoS routing state 
information can be collected based on a global, aggregated or localised approach. 
 
2.5.1. QoS Routing Metrics 
QoS routing schemes are required to find a feasible path that satisfies the QoS 
requirements of a flow. The QoS routing metrics are used to measure the QoS 
requirements. The QoS requirements can be presented as a single metric or a 
combination of them. The three most common categories have composition rules which 
are as follows: 
(1) Additive metric: the value of the metric over a path is the sum of the values over 
each link. The total metric value ),(...),(),()( 14321 ii uuwuuwuuwPw −+++= , where 
iuuu ,...,, 21 are nodes, path ),),...(,(),,(( 14321 ii uuuuuuP −= . Additive metrics include 
delay, delay jitter, cost and hop count. 
(2) Multiplicative metric: the value of the metric over a path is the product of the values 
over each link. The total metric value ),(...),(),()( 14321 ii uuwuuwuuwPw −⋅⋅⋅= , 
where iuuu ,...,, 21 are nodes, path ),),...(,(),,(( 14321 ii uuuuuuP −= . Loss probability is 
a common example of a multiplicative metric. 
(3) Concave metric: the value of the metric over a path corresponds to the minimum 
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value observed in all links of the path. The total metric value
)),(),...,,(),,(min()( 14321 ii uuwuuwuuwPw −= , where iuuu ,...,, 21 are nodes, path
),),...(,(),,(( 14321 ii uuuuuuP −= . Bandwidth is the most widely used concave metric 
and is also called a link metric. [26] 
 
2.5.2. Global State Information 
Global state information is the commonest state information in current networks based 
on a global view of the information and this is maintained in each node by periodic 
exchange of link QoS state information among network nodes. Two different protocols 
are used to maintain and collect the global state in each node: the Distance Vector 
Protocol and the Link State Protocol. The Distance Vector Protocol uses distance or hop 
count as its primary metric to select the best path, and periodically exchanges routing 
tables between neighbouring nodes and assumes that each router knows the distance to 
its neighbours. Based on a specific QoS metric, the Link State Protocol updates others’ 
information to determine the best path. In the Link State Protocol, link state routers are 
used to update neighbouring networks with current information, rather than continually 
providing routing tables to detect change in the state of the routing path [4]. 
 
2.5.3. Aggregated State Information 
The global network state information becomes difficult to maintain when the network 
size expands. For solving the problem, a hierarchical topology has been proposed, 
which clusters the nodes into groups to form logical nodes and clusters logical nodes 
into groups to form higher level logical nodes, and so on. In each cluster, nodes store 
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more information about nodes in the same cluster and less information about nodes in 
other clusters. 
 
2.5.4. Local State Information 
Local state information is a key topic in this thesis to research localised QoS routing 
algorithms. The local state information is collected locally and kept in each node. This 
local state information can be bandwidth, delay, or any QoS metric. The collected 
statistics are used as state information to find a feasible path for a new connection [28]. 
 
2.5.5. QoS Routing State Information Disposal 
While it collects and gets the QoS routing state information, each node in the network 
uses this information to compute feasible paths. There are three ways for a source node 
to compute paths: pre-computation [29], on-demand[30] or path-caching [31].  
(1) In a pre-computation scheme, each node in the network is required to compute paths 
for each destination periodically. Each node receives a lot of updates regardless of 
whether the path is required or not. When a new connection arrives, the updated 
state information is used to select a feasible path. The pre-computation scheme is 
better for large networks, and performs well when connection requests are more 
frequent and can reduce the path setup time [32]. 
(2) Unlike pre-computation, the on-demand scheme only asks a source node to compute 
paths to the destination when a new connection arrives. The scheme’s strong point is 
that only the most recent state information is used to compute a feasible path for the 
new connection arrival. The on-demand scheme is suitable for small networks, and 
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preferable when arrival of connections are infrequent and less complex as it only 
calculates a single feasible path. 
(3) The path-caching is a hybrid approach of pre-computation and on-demand to reduce 
the computational cost. 
 
2.5.6. QoS Routing State Information Update Frequency 
Since the maintenance of global state information affects the performance of QoS 
routing, the accuracy and density of QoS routing state information must be considered 
carefully [1]. An expanding network means that an increasing amount of network 
resources is consumed by rapid global state information updates for any change in each 
link state. The rate of updates needs to be reduced so as to decrease the overhead. The 
OSPF[6], the current widely used protocol, recommends that the link state is updated 
only once every 30 minutes. This means that it is likely that all link state changes are 
advertised [33]. Although the large time interval can reduce the overhead, it also leads 
to stale link state information which can affect QoS routing as follows [34]:  
(1) A QoS routing algorithm may not find a feasible path. 
(2) A path may be rejected in the setup process because of false information about 
available link resources. 
(3) A QoS routing algorithm may select a non-optimal path. 
 
There are three main link state update policies: periodic, threshold-based and class-
based update policies [35][36].  
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(1) In the periodic policy, the link state information is advertised throughout the 
network periodically. Since it is not tied to traffic changes, the periodic policy is easy to 
implement.  
(2) In the threshold-based policy, the update is triggered by the relative difference 
between the available value known by the network and the actual current value of a 
specific parameter if this exceeds a threshold.  
(3) Two classes are used by the class-based policy to divide the QoS parameter. An 
update of link state is advertised when the actual current value of the QoS parameter 
changes from lower class to upper class, or vice versa. 
 
2.6. Routing Transmission 
QoS routing transmission is generally categorised into three main classes: Unicast, 
Broadcast and Multicast. 
 
2.6.1. Unicast Routing 
Unicast is the term that is used to describe communication where a piece of information 
is sent from one point to another point. In this case there is just one sender, and one 
receiver. Unicast transmission, in which a packet is sent from a single source to a 
specified destination, is still the predominant form of transmission on LANs and within 
the Internet. All LANs and IP networks support the unicast transfer mode, and most 
users are familiar with the standard unicast applications which employ the TCP 
transport protocol. 
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2.6.2. Broadcast Routing 
Broadcast is used to describe communication where a piece of information is sent from 
one point to all other points. In this case there is just one sender, but the information is 
sent to all connected receivers. Broadcast transmission is supported on most LANs, and 
may be used to send the same message to all computers on the LAN. Network layer 
protocols also support a form of broadcast that allows the same packet to be sent to 
every system in a logical network. 
 
2.6.3. Multicast Routing 
Multicast is used to describe communication where a piece of information is sent from 
one or more points to a set of other points. In this case there is may be one or more 
senders, and the information is distributed to a set of receivers (there may be no 
receivers, or any other number of receivers). Multicasting is the networking technique 
of delivering the same packet simultaneously to a group of clients. IP multicast provides 
dynamic many-to-many connectivity between a set of senders and a group of receivers. 
The format of an IP multicast packet is identical to that of unicast packets and is 
distinguished only by the use of a special class of destination address which denotes a 
specific multicast group. Since TCP supports only the unicast mode, multicast 
applications must use the UDP transport protocol [37]. 
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2.7. Routing Decision 
QoS routing schemes use collected global state information to make decisions of 
selecting a feasible path that satisfies flow requirements by computation. These decision 
processes can be classified into three major classes: source routing, distributed routing 
and hierarchical routing[38]. 
 
2.7.1. Source Routing 
Source routing approach computes and makes decisions on feasible paths at the source 
node. The complete global state information of the network such as network topology 
and the state of each link in the network is collected and maintained in each node. 
Source routing sends a setup message from the source node along the computed path to 
inform each intermediate node about a connection request requirement until the 
message reaches the destination node. But if it does not find a feasible path, the source 
node may reject the connection or negotiate for fewer requirements. Among network 
nodes, global state information is used by either a link state protocol [6] or a distance 
vector protocol[39].  
Source routing has advantages of being simple, flexible, loop free and easy to 
implement, as the feasible paths are computed in a centralized fashion for each 
individual connection. Various algorithms can be used in the source node as the paths 
are computed locally. But source routing needs a very frequent exchange of complete 
information since it greatly depends on the precision of and the maintenance of the 
global state information [1][40], and this results in very high computational overhead. 
Many QoS routing algorithms are based on this approach although it has the problems 
above[38][41][42]. The different QoS schemes, such as partitioning of large networks to 
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reduce computational overhead [43], end to end QoS requirements partitioning to 
reduce routing cost [44], and traffic engineering [45] are often applied. 
 
2.7.2. Distributed Routing 
Distributed routing computes feasible paths distributively among the intermediate nodes 
between source and destination nodes. In most cases each node is required to maintain 
global state information by distributed routing algorithms [46][47] which make 
decisions on a hop-by-hop basis. At each node, a routing table that stores the next hops 
for all destinations is computed periodically. This makes the communication overhead 
unusually high for large networks. However, distributed routing has less setup time and 
is more scalable compared to source routing. 
Flooding-based [48][49] QoS routing is another approach for distributed routing. It does 
not require link state information and complex path computation since it has the ability 
to search and select the best path based on a number of flooded control messages from 
the source node. When the network state is imprecise, distributed routing may run into 
the problem of routing loops. 
 
2.7.3. Hierarchical Routing 
Hierarchical routing is used to solve the scalability problem in large networks 
[50][51][52]. Hierarchical routing clusters nodes into groups to form a logical node. To 
create a hierarchy in the form of a multi level topology, the logical nodes are further 
clustered into higher level logical nodes. Hierarchical routing needs each node to 
maintain aggregated network state information about the other clusters and detailed 
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state information about nodes in its own cluster. The source routing schemes are used to 
compute feasible paths as connection requests arrive in hierarchical routing. Distributed 
routing schemes are used to spread the distribution of path computation over many 
nodes. Hierarchical routing has advantages and performs well with large scale networks, 
since the size of the aggregated information in hierarchical algorithms is logarithmic to 
the size of the whole state information, so the computational effort and the exchange of 
network state overhead is reduced [53]. But when the number of aggregated levels 
increases, hierarchical routing has a problem of imprecise state information produced by 
the aggregation [54]. 
 
 
 
2.8. Summary 
This chapter has described the main concepts of QoS routing. It is clear that the main 
drawback of global QoS routing schemes is their inability to scale well to large 
networks. That is to say, when the number of metwork nodes becomes very large then 
the communication overhead involved in handling the global link state and keeping this 
up-to-date can become prohibitive. Heirachical routing can be used to reduce the size of 
the link state by aggregating states, but the aggregation results in imprecise information 
which can cause errors. In the next chapter we discuss related work and, in particular, 
the concept of localised QoS routing which aims to overcome the scalability problems 
associated with the global schemes.   
 
 
 Chapter 3 
Related Works 
3.1. Introduction  
As networks modernize and expand with the increasing deployment of high-speed 
technology, routing protocols that use shortest-path algorithms for single-metric path 
computation are inadequate for real-time huge-volume data transfer applications which 
often require guaranteed quality of service (QoS). To support QoS requirements, a 
routing protocol must supply explicit information on resources available in the network 
so that applications can make proper resource reservation. So we need a more complex 
model of the network, taking into account important network parameters such as 
bandwidth, delay, jitter rate and loss probability. This, however, has raised a number of 
challenging technical issues for routing protocols. Successful deployment of QoS 
routing can enable the finding of a feasible path that has adequate resources to satisfy a 
set of QoS requirements of a connection. Localised QoS routing is a recently proposed 
approach that tries to circumvent the problems of global QoS routing by having the 
source nodes to infer the network QoS state based on flow statistics collected locally, 
and perform flow routing using this localised view of the network QoS state. In this 
chapter we describe the related works for global QoS routing algorithms and localised 
QoS routing algorithms with a comparison. 
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3.2. Classes of QoS Routing Algorithms 
For satisfaction of connection requirements, state information collection and path 
computation are two main tasks of QoS routing. Based on methods for computation of 
feasible paths and maintaining state information, QoS routing is categorized into global 
QoS routing algorithms and local QoS routing algorithms. Different QoS routing 
algorithms can be reviewed in [21][55][56]. Complexity, optimality and scalability are 
main problems of QoS routing algorithms [11]. 
Shortest path algorithms find the shortest path between a given source and destination 
according to some specific criteria so that the cost of links used on the path is kept to a 
minimum. Dijkstra’s algorithm[57] and the Bellman-Ford algorithm[58] are two well-
known shortest path algorithms. Using Dijkstra’s algorithm, the shortest path from a 
given source to all destinations in the network can be computed. Instead of Dijkstra’s 
algorithm, which is not valid for negative weight links in a network, the Bellman-Ford 
algorithm requires the source node to know the cost of the shortest path to all nodes 
before the destination. So the Bellman-Ford algorithm can be used as a distributed 
algorithm such as the RIP[39]. 
 
3.3. Global Routing Algorithms 
For collection of knowledge about a global view of network QoS state information, QoS 
routing algorithms need exchange of link state information among the network nodes. A 
source node finds a feasible path to route a flow to the destination node according to the 
collected information. Various sorts of global routing algorithms use different methods 
to select paths and exchange global state information, which are introduced as follows. 
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3.3.1. The QOSPF algorithm 
Based on the existing OSPF protocol, the QOSPF algorithm has been developed to 
improve performance with minimum intrusion. The QOSPF algorithm computes hop 
count while performing the path selection algorithm, but the bandwidth is advertised to 
nodes in the network. In the network, each node requires to maintain the information 
database of network topology and the bandwidth link state. The QOSPF algorithm 
selects a feasible path by different computation methods of hop count and bandwidth 
[41]. 
 
3.3.2. The Shortest Distance Path Algorithm (SDP) 
The shortest distance path algorithm (SDP) is also named bandwidth-inversion shortest 
path (BSP) which defines a link’s distance as the inverse of the available bandwidth of 
that link. The SDP chooses the path with the shortest link’s distance. The distance 
function is equal to the sum of distances over all the links along the path, that is:
∑
∈
=
pi iw
pdisp
)(
1)( , where )(iw  is the available bandwidth of link i . The SDP algorithm 
prefers the least loaded paths and takes into consideration hop counts [59]. The 
modified distance function can solve the shortest cost, that is ∑
∈
=
pi
niw
npdisp
)(
1),( , 
where )(iw  is the available bandwidth of link i , n  is used to change the range between 
the shortest path )0( =n and widest path )( ∞→n  [59][60]. 
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3.3.3. Enhanced Bandwidth-Inversion Shortest Path 
Algorithm (EBSP) 
The EBSP algorithm is an enhanced SDP algorithm, which adds a penalty to the 
function weight of the SDP algorithm. The penalty is increased to prevent the paths 
from being long when the number of hop counts along the path is increased. The 
distance function is ∑
=
−
=
k
j j
j
iw
pdisp
1
1
)(
2)( , where )(iw  is the available bandwidth of link i  
[61]. 
 
3.3.4. The Shortest Widest Path Algorithm (SWP) 
The shortest widest algorithm (SWP) is proposed to select the widest feasible path with 
maximum available bandwidth. In the case of more than one path with the same width, 
the shortest path is selected. For finding the most feasible path, Dijkstra’s algorithm is 
applied twice. When it meets more than one path with equal bottleneck, SWP uses the 
second metric (hop count or delay). The advantage of the SWP algorithm is that it can 
distribute load efficiently in the network and avoid congestion on short paths because it 
prefers the widest path[27]. 
 
3.3.5. The Widest Shortest Path Algorithm (WSP) 
In the widest shortest path algorithm (WSP) [41], the shortest feasible path with 
minimum hop count among paths that satisfies the bandwidth constraints is selected. If 
more than one path with the same hop count exists, the path with the maximum 
available bandwidth is selected. The widest path is selected in the case of more than one 
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path with the same length. The usage of network resources is minimized by preferring 
the shortest path to the destination. WSP is used on a pruned topology since links that 
do not satisfy flow requirements are eliminated[62]. Based on choosing different cost 
functions of the shortest path, the WSP algorithm has been studied extensively in the 
literature[63][64][65]. 
 
3.4. Localised Routing Algorithms 
3.4.1. Proposition of Localised Routing Algorithms 
In most source routing algorithms, each source node must have global QoS state 
information of the network in order to perform routing [55]. This global state is 
typically updated periodically by a link-state algorithm and maintaining it up-to-date 
gives rise to several problems such as high communication overhead and route flapping 
which results from global synchronisation of distributing the network state. Localised 
QoS routing [2][66] is a relatively recently proposed approach that tries to circumvent 
these problems by having the source nodes to infer the network QoS state based on flow 
statistics collected locally, and perform flow routing using this localised view of the 
network QoS state. Localised QoS routing needs each source node to first determine a 
set of candidate paths to each possible destination. Candidate path selection is an 
important factor and various methods exist to do this [67][68]. How to select a suitable 
path is a key issue in localised QoS routing. The most relevant works are the 
proportional sticky routing (PSR) [2] and the Credit based routing (CBR) [3] algorithms. 
In the following we will describe these two algorithms. As a reference, an original 
localised routing scheme, Dynamic Alternative Routing (DAR)[69], will also be 
introduced. 
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3.4.2. The Dynamic Alternative Routing Algorithm (DAR) 
The Dynamic Alternative Routing Algorithm (DAR)[69] is an original localised routing 
scheme which has been used in the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN). DAR 
is a distributed, adaptive routing scheme and is limited to maximum two-link routing 
and employs trunk reservation. In this scheme, a flow is routed according to the 
feedback received from the previous accepted or rejected flow. At first the source node 
tries to route the call along a direct one-link path to the destination.  If the call is 
rejected, a preferred two-link path is then chosen to route the call. When the call cannot 
be routed along the preferred two-link path, the call is blocked. Then another two-link 
path is selected from all two link paths as the preferred path.  
Figure 3.1 shows a flow diagram for DAR algorithm. In a PSTN, the originating switch 
i  maintains an alternate path k in its cache to each destination switch j . When a new 
call arrives, DAR first attempts the direct link i - j . If the direct link i - j  has no 
available capacity, the alternate path ( i - k , k - j ) in its cache is tried. If the call is 
accepted on this alternate path, the alternate path remains in the cache. But if there is 
non-availability of capacity on the alternate path, the call is lost. Then the originating 
node i  selects an intermediate node randomly and sticks this in the cache as a new 
alternate path for the next call to use.  So an alternate path remains in the cache only if 
any calls using this alternate path are successfully connected; if the current alternate 
route cannot connect a call using this path, a new alternative path is chosen randomly. 
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Figure 3.1 Flow diagram for  DAR algor ithm (taken from[69]). 
 
 
3.4.3. Proportional Sticky Routing (PSR) 
Under the PSR scheme, a predetermined set of candidate paths R  to each possible 
destination is maintained by every node. Based on the route-level statistic of the number 
of flows blocked, which is the only available QoS state information, a source 
proportionally distributes the load to a destination among multiple paths by observing 
the flow blocking probability. PSR considers two types of paths, minhop paths minR  and 
alternative paths altR , where R = minR  altR , and prefers minhop paths while using 
the alternative paths to limit the so-called “knock-on” effect [2][70]. There are two 
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stages in the PSR scheme: (1) the proportional flow routing, and (2) the computation of 
flow proportions. Figure 3.2 shows the pseudo-code for PSR. 
 
 
Figure 3.2 Pseudo-code for  PSR (a) Proportional routing, (b) Computation of Proportions. 
(taken from [2]). 
 
In the proportional flow routing stage, incoming flows are routed along paths which are 
selected from a set of eligible paths lgeR . A path r  is selected from this set with a 
frequency determined by a prescribed proportion rα . A variable rγ  is named as the 
maximum permissible flow blocking parameter and rf is defined as the corresponding 
flow blocking counter. For each minhop path, rγ = γˆ , where γˆ  is a configurable system 
parameter. For each alternative path, the value of 'rγ is dynamically adjusted between 1 
and γˆ . When what is called a cycle begins, rf is set to rγ . rf  is decremented when a 
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flow routed along path r  is blocked, and when rf  reaches zero, path r  is considered 
ineligible. As soon as lgeR  becomes empty a new cycle is started with lgeR  = R  and rf
= rγ . In the computation of flow proportions stage, rα  and rb  are recomputed at the 
end of each observation period which consists of η  cycles, where rb  is the flow 
blocking probability on path r . It shows that flow blocking rates ( rα rb )  for minhop 
paths are equal. The minimum blocking probability among the minhop paths *b  is used 
as the reference to control flow proportions for the alternative paths. The minhop paths 
are always preferred to alternative paths in routing flows. Some flows are routed along 
alternative paths to measure their quality [2]. 
 
 
3.4.4. Credit Based Routing (CBR) 
As with PSR, every node maintains a predetermined set of candidate paths R  to each 
possible destination in CBR. CBR differentiates between two types of paths, the minhop 
paths set minR  and alternative paths set altR , where R = minR  altR . Associated with 
every path P there is a variable creditsP.  which stores the accumulated credits gained 
so far. The pseudo-code for CBR is shown in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3 The pseudo-code for  CBR (taken from [3]). 
 
Initially, creditsP.  is set to CREDITSMAX _  which is a system parameter 
representing the maximum attainable credits for each path. When flows arrive, two 
paths minP and altP  are compared, which are the paths with maximum credits in minR  
and altR respectively. If altPcreditsP ×Φ≥.min  CBR routes the flow along minP ; 
otherwise, altP  is chosen. Φ  is a system parameter that controls the usage of alternative 
paths and limits the “knock-on” effect. When the flow is accepted along a selected path 
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then, }_,.min{. CREDITSMAXamountcreditsPcreditsP += ; that is, the credits for that 
path are updated, where )Pr.1( obabilityBlockingPamount −= , and so creditsP.  is 
incremented to correspond to its success probability. If the flow is rejected, its blocking 
probability is updated accordingly }0,.max{. amountcreditsPcreditsP −=  where 
)Pr.( obabilityBlockingPamount = ,  and so creditsP.  is decremented to correspond to 
its blocking probability. To continuously monitor flow blocking probabilities, CBR uses 
a simple moving average with predetermined period to calculate a variable s , which is 
and estimate of the blocking probability for every path. In a period of M flows requests, 
s  is calculated by the most recent M  flows along the path. For example, if s ={1, 1, 0 1, 
0} represents the data of the last M =5 flows, where 1 indicates flow acceptance and 0 
indicates flow rejection, then the blocking probability is 2/5. Then if another flow is 
accepted, the oldest element will be deleted from s  and replaced by the data from the 
last flow, i.e. s ={1, 1, 1, 0, 1} and the blocking probability is updated accordingly to 
1/5.[3] 
Note that with both PSR and CBR their key decision parameters are based on the 
blocking of flows on each path in the candidate path sets and these are only updated for 
a specific path when that path is requested and used. These parameters can therefore 
become stale if the paths are not requested and chosen very often and yet they are used 
to calculate the flow proportions in PSR and the credits in CBR.  This can clearly lead 
to possible inaccuracies in the routing decisions for both these algorithms. Through 
extensive simulations, CBR has previously been shown to outperform the PSR 
algorithm in most situations [3] and for this reason we do not use PSR but use CBR as 
the localised algorithm of choice with which to compare our proposed algorithms. 
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3.5. Time Complexity 
In order to scale QoS routing algorithms to large networks, the time complexity can 
give an indication of the dominant factors in the number of steps an algorithm takes to 
solve a problem. The time complexity of a QoS routing algorithm is related to the 
number of operations needed to satisfy QoS requirements and their composition rules. 
Since all computational steps to find a feasible path are carried out in the source, time 
complexity is a major performance criterion in QoS source algorithms. Table 3.1 show 
the time complexity of some common QoS routing algorithms[3]. 
 
Routing Algorithm State-Information Time Complexity 
SDP 
Global 
)log( LNNO +  
SWP )log( LNNO +  
WSP )log( LNNO +  
Dijkstra )log( LNNO +  
PSR 
Local 
O(R) 
BR )(RO  
 
Table3.1 Time complexity of QoS routing algorithms 
( N =number of nodes, L =number of links, R =number of candidate paths) 
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3.6. Summary 
This chapter has discussed specific QoS routing algorithms that currently exist or have 
been proposed in the literature.  In particular, it is clear that the problems associated 
with the scalability of global QoS routing schemes can be overcome to some extent by 
the use of localised QoS routing.  This is because localised algorithms do not require to 
store and update the global link state but infer this latter by the use only of local 
information such as the state of the links to the nodes that are immediate neighbours 
and/or the blocking probability of the candidate paths.  Such information is either 
immediately available to a node or can be easily computed. This advantage is also 
reflected analytically in the superior time complexity of the localised algorithms. For 
this reason we focus the remaining chapters of the thesis on the development and 
performance evaluation of new localised routing algorithms and compare these with 
existing local and global algorithms.       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chapter 4 
Simulation Platform 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we set up a simulation platform to evaluate the performance of the 
proposed algorithms. After comparison of simulators, we select OMNeT++ as the most 
appropriate simulator among existing ones. The simulation we developed is assumed to 
emulate the real Internet under different scenarios. We discuss different aspects of 
network graph models and network topologies. Otherwise, some adopted parameters 
and performance measures for simulating the proposed algorithms are also discussed. 
 
4.2 Discussion of Simulation 
In order to research the behaviour of a communication system, we have to develop a 
model which can represent this system. Analytical modelling and simulation are two 
approaches for development of the models. The analytical modelling approach includes 
developing a solution for the concerned system. This solution is developed by using 
mathematical equations which usually incorporate a number of numerical parameters 
which are called performance measures of a system[71]. On occasion it is quite difficult 
to develop such models due to the nature of the modelled system such as the type of 
routing algorithms. The simulation modelling approach includes developing a computer 
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program to represent a communication system. The simulation approach is widely used 
in many areas including communication networks, manufacturing, business, bioscience, 
military and health[72]. The advantage of simulation is that a system can be studied 
under different conditions without the need to build a real system. In network 
simulation, a computer program is developed to mimic the behaviour of a computer 
network. The requirement of computer networks simulation tools is obvious due to the 
growing complexity of computer network components. Researchers can use powerful 
tools of computer network simulation to study and understand these components and 
predict their behaviour. 
There are two tasks in simulation of the performance of quality of service routing 
algorithms. The first task is the simulation of the quality of service routing algorithm 
based on the assumptions about the computer network and parameter settings. The 
second task is to produce critical comments on the first task results. The critical 
comments should show the performance of the simulated quality of service routing 
algorithm [73]. The consistency and legitimacy of the second task is dependent on the 
first one. An assumption and scenarios of the simulation environment parameters which 
are close to those of a practical computer network is most preferred. In some situations, 
this is difficult since the network is complex and dynamic. Simulating QoS routing 
algorithms in real computer networks such as the Internet environment requires 
complex analytical models of queuing delay at the packet level in the form of arrival 
and service processes [74], existence of QoS and best-effort network traffic with various 
connection duration profiles [75], synchronous runs of multiple scheduling policies[76] 
and congestion control mechanisms[77][78] and also implementation of the proposed 
QoS architectures[79][80][81][82][83]. Because quality of service routing is a network 
layer entity, quality of service routing algorithms are unaware of many of these dynamic 
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micro level conditions. The input to the quality of service routing algorithms would 
simply be the network state information either global or local and the graph structure 
which represents the underlying network. 
 
4.3 Description of Simulators 
Discrete-event simulation complements analytical (mathematical) tools and 
experimental methods for performance analysis and estimation of communication 
networks. A well designed simulation model can provide an extremely important insight 
into the structural weaknesses of a computer network or a communication protocol. 
Because of their versatility, in addition to modelling communication networks, discrete 
event simulation methods are indeed widely used in a wide number of areas such as 
computer system performance analysis, manufacturing processes, database systems etc. 
and there are a large number of discrete-event simulation tools available. 
 
4.3.1 NS2 
NS2 is an object oriented simulator, written in C++, with an OTcl interpreter as a 
frontend. The simulator supports a class hierarchy in C++ (also called the compiled 
hierarchy in this document), and a similar class hierarchy within the OTcl interpreter 
(also called the interpreted hierarchy in this document). The two hierarchies are closely 
related to each other; from the user’s perspective, there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between a class in the interpreted hierarchy and one in the compiled hierarchy. The root 
of this hierarchy is the class TclObject. Users create new simulator objects through the 
interpreter; these objects are instantiated within the interpreter, and are closely mirrored 
by a corresponding object in the compiled hierarchy. The interpreted class hierarchy is 
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automatically established through methods defined in the class TclClass. User 
instantiated objects are mirrored through methods defined in the class TclObject. There 
are other hierarchies in the C++ code and OTcl scripts; these other hierarchies are not 
mirrored in the manner of TclObject.[84] 
 
4.3.2 OPNET 
Like NS2, OPNET is also a popular network simulator, targeting a wider range of 
networks and protocols. NS2, derived from REAL, is an open source network simulator. 
NS2 is widely used for network research in academia. NS2 is also free. However, NS2 
is more difficult to learn and lacks a user interface. It requires the users to learn and use 
non-standard scripting interfaces such as tcl. It takes a significant amount time to get 
familiar with NS2. As a network simulator, OPNET is better than NS2 for the following 
reasons: 
• OPNET is much easier to use than NS2. It provides a very convenient Graphical User 
Interface (GUI) and is very easy to learn. 
• OPNET can be used to model the entire network, including its routers, switches, 
protocols, servers, and the individual applications they support. A large range of 
communication systems from a single LAN to global inter-networks can be supported. 
• OPNET software (with model source code) is available for free to the academic 
research and teaching community.  
• The OPNET’s discrete event engine for network simulations is the fastest and most 
scalable commercially available solution. It usually takes just a few minutes to complete 
simulations of most lab experiments. 
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• OPNET has a large user community. OPNET software is used by major fortune-500 
companies [85], service providers, and government organizations worldwide. Students 
who have experiences with OPNET simulator are likely to have better future 
employment opportunities in the networking industry.[85] 
 
4.3.3 OMNeT++ 
OMNeT++ is a discrete event-driven simulator that provides a rich set of functions and 
tools for simulating the elements of a communication network, such as nodes, links and 
packets. OMNeT++ stands for Objective Modular Network Testbed in C++. OMNeT++ 
is a very well designed, modular, widely-used system, source code is available and free 
for teaching and research purposes. The name itself stands for Objective Modular 
Network Testbed in C++. 
The main advantages of OMNeT++ are: 
• We do not have to learn new programming languages, so we can write all our code in 
C++. 
• We are offered the use of a graphical user interface, 
• The whole simulation is portable between Unix-based systems, Windows (9x and NTs) 
and DOS. 
• Many different structures can be simulated without modifying the source code and 
rebuilding the system, using the same parameters. 
• We do not have to write the C++ code to build the modules used in the simulation 
(objects, gates): The very easy NED (Network Description Language) compiler does it. 
• The GUI offers many possibilities to follow and debug the simulation flow. 
• We are offered to use parameter-watching functions and plot diagrams of them. 
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• We can use many pre-defined classes (topology support which contains graph 
algorithms, finite deterministic state machine support, etc.), and many other 
implemented modules (TCP/IP, routing models) under OMNeT++, their number grows 
dynamically. 
• OMNeT++ has clear, well-defined, documented and hierarchically nested modules, 
which are available in source code, so we can debug and/or extend them. 
• We can run the simulation on many machines at the same time using the PVM support. 
Among the simulator above, we select OMNeT++ to build our simulation models and 
do our experiments. 
The basic workflow using the OMNeT++ is the following: 
• Give the network structure to the framework (e.g., using the NED language, may 
make the connections parameter-based), 
• implement the modules which stand at the lowest hierarchy level (in C++), 
• compile and link them, 
• afterwards let the framework call our modules and handle all the message queues, etc. 
• In the end we can evaluate results generated by the built-in parameter-watching 
functions, and the figures graphically produced by GNU plot. 
Since the connections and module types can be parameter-dependent (e.g. this means, 
we can implement a terminal module more than once and there is a condition of some 
parameters which one shall be executed and how they shall be connected to each other) 
we can rerun the simulation and evaluate results using different “versions” of modules 
and connections. We are also able to make it in a loop if we would test a large amount 
of alternatives.[86][87] 
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4.4 Graph Model 
For simulating a quality of service routing algorithm, it is important to choose a graph 
model that is close to a real computer network topology. If the evaluation is carried out 
on an inappropriate topology, the performance of a routing algorithm may give 
imprecise results. Because of its rapid evaluation, it is difficult to model a structure for 
the Internet [88]. For example, choosing a network topology with the size, node degrees 
and path lengths between pairs of nodes that are huge may turn into an algorithm that is 
NP-complete [89]. Networks can be categorised according to topological properties and 
their characteristics can be summarized by the degree of a node, clustering of nodes and 
shortest-path length between any two nodes [90]. There are a lot of existing models 
which can be used to generate topologies that need some or all the above characteristics. 
However the models which are relevant and commonly used in this thesis will be 
described. 
 
4.4.1. Random Topology 
The random graph models were studied to create a more realistic network by many early 
efforts [91]. In the random graph, links are added with probability of a function of the 
Euclidean distance between any pair of nodes. There are different graph models which 
produce different distributions of probability on graphs [92]. The two most important 
random graphs are the Waxman [93] and the Doar-Leslie [94] graph models which are 
discussed as follows. 
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4.4.1.1 Waxman Graph 
In a Waxman graph model, nodes and links are created by the following methods: the 
nodes of the network are uniformly distributed in a 2-dimensional Cartesian coordinate 
space, and links are added according to probabilities that depend on the Euclidean 
distance between the nodes. Between a pair ),( nm  of nodes, the probability to add a 
link is: 
LnmdenmP αβ /),(),( −= [93] 
Where 0>β , 1≤α , ),( nmd  is the distance from m  to n , and L  is the maximum 
distance between any two nodes in the graph.  
 
 
Figure 4.1 A type Waxman graph (adapted from [95]) 
 
Figure 4.1 shows a type of Waxman graph which 25.0=α , 3.0=β . A large value of α
increases the number of connections to nodes further away, whilst a large value of β  
increases the number of edges from each node. A Waxman graph has a problem that the 
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nodes require impractical node degrees when the number of nodes increases, although 
they are widely used and simple to implement. 
 
4.4.1.2 Doar-Leslie Graph 
For solving the problem of a Waxman graph, Doar and Leslie proposed a modified 
model so as to limit the average node degree increase. A scaling factor )/( NKD is 
added to Waxman’s link probability equation to stabilize the average node degree, 
where K  is the scale factor and D  is the mean degree of the node. 
The modified equation is: 
LnmdeNKDnmP αβ /),()/(),( −= .[94] 
The Doar-Leslie model is used to generate random network topologies for simulation 
with certain topological characteristics in this thesis. An example of a 150-node random 
topology generated using the Doar-Leslie model is shown as in Figure 4.2. 
 
Figure 4.2 Doar-Leslie graph (adapted from [95]) 
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4.4.2. Regular Topology 
In a regular graph, each node has the same number of neighbours; if k  represents the 
node degree then a k -regular graph means a regular graph with node degree k . Regular 
graphs are generally sublimate topologies such as lattice, torus, star and ring topologies. 
They are regularly used to test some features of Internet performance. In this thesis the 
torus topology is made use of in our simulation. A 4-node torus graph can be seen in 
Figure 4.3. 
 
 
Figure 4.3 2-D and 3-D Torus topologies with 4 nodes 
 
 
4.4.3. ISP Topology 
Internet Service Providers (ISP) have their own network topological structure to 
optimize the network traffic performance. An ISP topology can be considered as a 
single autonomous system (AS) domain. It consists of hundreds of interconnected 
routers and points of presence (POPs)[96][97]. The modified ANSNET [98] is the most 
widely used ISP topology for performance evaluation of quality of service routing 
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algorithms [99][100], which is shown in Figure 4.4. The ISP topology has been 
extensively used in the simulation of routing algorithms [3][101][102]. It is also used in 
this thesis to evaluate the performance of the proposed localised quality of service 
algorithms. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.4 ISP topology 
 
4.5 Simulator Design 
Designing simulators is an important and necessary step in evaluating the performance 
of the proposed algorithms. In this section we select a simulator and design its structure. 
 
4.5.1 Simulator Selection 
Simulating localised schemes require a simulator which is capable of modelling a 
relatively large number of nodes. As in our introduction in 4.3, although the NS2 and 
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OPNET simulator packages are well suited for packet switched networks and because of 
their focus on low lever modelling such as packet-level, they are mainly used for small 
scale simulations. Moreover, the outstanding number of simulation events that grow 
linearly with the number of packets can lead to performance bottlenecks when 
managing a sorted event list of millions of events. For these reasons, the simulator 
should be designed from the beginning with scalability in mind. We developed our 
simulator on top of the OMNeT++. OMNeT++ (Objective Modular Network) is an 
object-oriented, modular discrete event simulator with an embeddable simulation kernel 
and GUI support. An OMNeT++ simulation is built on C++ foundations and built out 
on hierarchically nested modules. Modules are programmed in C++ and use messages 
as means of communication with each other. A node maintains an arbitrary amount of 
gates that are used to send messages through links to other nodes. A network topology 
that contains gates, links and modules, is defined in the Network Description (NED) 
language [86][87]. 
 
 
4.5.2 Simulator Structure 
A functional diagram of a network simulator is illustrated in Figure 4.5. Each functional 
block performs a particular function in the simulation which is described below. 
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Figure 4.5 Functional diagram of a network simulator 
 
 
Simulation Initialization 
This model initializes the variables used in the entire simulation process. It triggers a 
“Generate network topology” model and then gets this network topology information. 
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The initial values are assigned to the topology such as link capacities and link delays 
and other simulation parameter values.  
 
Generate Network Topology 
In this block a random topology is generated, or the regular topology is read from the 
NED file. Correlative network topology information will be used by other models. The 
random topology is generated by the Brite generator which is a parametrized topology 
generation tool, and can be used to flexibly control various parameters (such as 
connectivity and growth models) and study various properties of generated topologies 
(such power laws, average path length, etc)[103]. The generation is a four-step process: 
(1) placing the nodes in the plane, (2) interconnecting the nodes, (3) assigning attributes 
to topological components (delay and bandwidth for links, AS id for router nodes, etc.) 
and (4) outputting the topology to a specific format. [103] 
 
Set Routing Tables  
In this module routing tables for all nodes in global algorithms and the set of candidate 
path for each pair of nodes in the localised algorithms are constructed. As soon as the 
network topology is generated, this model is started up. These routing tables will be 
used in the resource reservation module to determine the best feasible path to route a 
flow. 
 
Traffic Generation 
This module is responsible for specifying the characteristics of the traffic in the network. 
When a new connection request arrives to a source node, the traffic generator provides 
the connection request with a random destination node and the flow duration. The 
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arrival of the connection requests can be modelled as a Poisson stream or bursty stream 
with different shaper. The connection request requirements such as the requested 
bandwidth and delay constraints are also specified in this model. 
 
Event Generation 
The event generator model performs two main events according to different instances 
when a flow (connection request) arrives. If the flow arrives at the node which is the 
destination of the flow, the flow termination handler model is triggered; otherwise the 
event generator model activates the flow arrival handler model. When a new connection 
request arrives to a source node, this model invokes the traffic generator and makes use 
of the production from traffic generator. 
 
Flow Arrival Handler  
The flow arrival handler is the main event handler. It is activated by the arrival of a flow 
and handles each new connection request and its requirements. The connection request 
is passed to the path computation module to compute the best feasible path or the most 
appropriate candidate path for that connection; once the path is determined, the resource 
reservation module is invoked to signal and reserve resources for the flow. The 
correlative information is collected by the network state collection model to update the 
global or localised network state. 
 
Flow Termination Handler 
This module releases the reserved resource to terminate the flow by invoking the 
resource release module, and passes correlative information to the network state 
collection model to update the global or localised network state. 
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Network State Collection 
This model is responsible for collecting and updating network state for localised or 
global algorithms. In localised algorithms, the model is triggered after each event 
finishes in flow arrival handler module and flow termination handler module, or by the 
resource release module. A source node uses locally collected flows and network 
statistics generated from itself such as flow blocking probabilities, residual bandwidths 
and mean delays and updates this information based on this local information. In global 
algorithms, link state update information is periodically exchanged among network 
nodes to obtain a global view of the network QoS state. The QoS state of a link may 
represent the available bandwidth or delay since the last update. Based on this updated 
localised or global network state, the path computation module determines a feasible 
path or the most appropriate candidate path for a connection request. 
 
Path Computation 
The path computation module implements various routing policies for localised and 
global routing algorithms. When a connection request arrives, the path computation 
module attempts to find the best feasible path or the most appropriate candidate path 
using data from the network state collection module, and passes the path to the resource 
reservation module. 
 
Resource Reservation 
The resource reservation module is implemented for resource reservation, admission 
control and signalling policy. It is triggered by the flow arrival handler and interacts 
with the path computation module and the set routing tables module. The signalling 
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process is initiated hop-by-hop from the source node to reserve network resources for 
the connection arrival.  
The resource reservation module gets the determined feasible path or the most 
appropriate candidate path p from the path computation module, and reads a specific 
gate g from the routing tables, and then sends the flow to the gate g to route the flow 
along the path p . We discuss different cases for bandwidth and delay based algorithms 
below: 
 In the case of bandwidth based algorithms:  
We assume that a flow requests QoS bandwidth b , and each link l in the network 
has the available residual bandwidth bw  ( l ). When the signaling message passes 
along the selected path p , each node performs an admission check to examine the 
outgoing link to make sure it has sufficient residual bandwidth. If the available 
residual bandwidth bw  ( l ) over the outgoing link is equal to or more than the 
requested QoS bandwidthb , the node reserves the bandwidth b  for the flow so that 
bw  ( l ) = bw  ( l ) -b  and the message is passed to next node in the path p . This 
module accepts the flow if all links along the selected path p have enough residual 
bandwidth; otherwise a failure message is transmitted back to the source node 
releasing the reserved bandwidths so that bw  ( l ) = bw  ( l ) + b  and the flow is 
rejected.  
 In the case of delay based algorithms:  
We assume that the flow requested QoS mean delay has value rD , its cumulative 
mean delay is D , and each node n  in the network has delay (sum of mean delay of 
flows on the node) d ( n ). When the signaling message passes through the selected 
path p , each node carries out an admission check over the outgoing link adding its 
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delay rD to next node d ( n ) to make sure that the flow mean delay D  is not more 
than the requested delay constraint rD . If the mean delay D over the outgoing link 
is less than the requested delay constraint rD the message is passed to next node in 
the path. This module accepts the flow if the delay along the selected path p  is less 
or equal to the delay constraint and also the delay constraint of any existing flow is 
not exceeded. Otherwise, a failure message is transmitted back to the source node 
releasing the reserved resources and the flow is rejected. 
This model interacts with the resource release module once the flow duration of a flow 
has elapsed to release the resources reserved by that flow. This module does not reroute 
the flow to an alternative path when a failure setup message occurs and as a result the 
flow is rejected. Although rerouting of flows may decrease the probability of blocking, 
it would also increase the signalling overhead. It passes correlative information to the 
simulation statistics collection module. 
 
Resource Release 
This module is triggered by the flow termination handler module and resource 
reservation module to release the reserved resource such as bandwidth and delay. It also 
passes correlative information to the network state collection model to update the global 
or localised network state, and to the simulation statistics collection module. 
 
Simulation Statistics Collection 
The simulation statistics collection module monitors a mass of statistics during the 
simulation runs. It is invoked by the resource reservation module and the resource 
release module in order to collect different aspects of the performance metrics. It 
computes and provides statistical results as required. 
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4.5.3 Building and Running Simulations 
To build and run simulations based on the simulator structure, we make use of 
OMNeT++ with C++ to implement routing algorithms. 
An OMNeT++ model consists of the following three parts: (1) NED language topology 
description(s) which describe the module structure with parameters, gates etc. (2) 
Message definitions. We can define various message types and add data fields to them. 
OMNeT++ will translate message definitions into full-fledged C++ classes. (3)Simple 
modules sources. They are C++ files. 
The simulation system provides the following two components: (1) Simulation kernel. 
This contains the code that manages the simulation and the simulation class library. It is 
written in C++, compiled and put together to form a library. (2) User interfaces. 
OMNeT++ user interfaces are used in simulation execution, to facilitate debugging, 
demonstration, or batch execution of simulations. There are several user interfaces, 
written in C++, compiled and put together into libraries. 
Simulation programs are built from the above components. First, the NED files are 
compiled into C++ source code, using the NEDC compiler which is part of OMNeT++. 
Then all C++ sources are compiled and linked with the simulation kernel and a user 
interface to form a simulation executable. [86] 
 
 
4.5.3.1 Describing the Module Structure of Topologies 
The topology of a model is specified using the NED language. The NED language 
facilitates the modular description of a network. This means that a network description 
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may consist of a number of component descriptions (channels, simple/compound 
module types). The channels, simple modules and compound modules of one network 
description can be reused in another network description. Files containing network 
descriptions generally have a .ned suffix. NED files can be loaded dynamically into 
simulation programs, or translated into C++ by the NED compiler and linked into the 
simulation executable. In the simulator structure,  a NED file is a part of the module of 
“Generate Network Topology”. 
An example of the NED language topology description for the torus is as below: 
 
simple CBR_Node 
    parameters: 
        address : numeric; 
    gates: 
        in: in[]; 
        out: out[]; 
endsimple 
 
module CBR 
    parameters: 
        height : numeric const, 
        width : numeric const; 
    submodules: 
        node: CBR_Node[height*width]; 
            parameters: 
                address = index; 
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            display: "p=,,m,$width;i=misc/node_s"; 
    connections nocheck: 
        for i=0..height-1, j=0..width-1 do 
            node[i*width+j].out++ --> node[(i+1)*width+j].in++ if i!=height-1; 
            node[i*width+j].in++ <-- node[(i+1)*width+j].out++ if i!=height-1; 
            node[i*width+j].out++ --> node[i*width+j+1].in++ if j!=width-1; 
            node[i*width+j].in++ <-- node[i*width+j+1].out++ if j!=width-1; 
            node[i*width+j].out++ --> node[(i-height+1)*width+j].in++ if i==height-1; 
            node[i*width+j].in++ <-- node[(i-height+1)*width+j].out++ if i==height-1; 
            node[i*width+j].out++ --> node[i*width+j-width+1].in++ if j==width-1; 
            node[i*width+j].in++ <-- node[i*width+j-width+1].out++ if j==width-1; 
        endfor; 
endmodule 
 
network cbr : CBR 
    parameters: 
        height = input(8,"Number of rows"), 
        width = input(10,"Number of columns"); 
endnetwork 
 
 
4.5.3.2 Message Definitions 
We can define various message types and add data fields to them. cMessage is a central 
class in OMNeT++. Objects of cMessage and subclasses may model a number of things: 
events; messages; packets, frames, cells, bits or signals travelling in a network; entities 
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travelling in a system and so on. Message definitions are used in the “Traffic Generation” 
module of the simulator structure. 
An example of message definition is as follows: 
 
message Packet 
{ 
    fields: 
        int source; 
        int destination; 
        double BandWidth; 
        int HopCount=0; 
  int pathNode[80]; 
  int pathGate[80]; 
  int type; 
} 
 
 
4.5.3.3 Simple Modules Sources 
In OMNeT++, events occur inside simple modules. Simple modules encapsulate C++ 
code that generates events and reacts to events, in other words, implements the 
behaviour of the model. We can create simple module types by subclassing the 
cSimpleModule class, which is part of the OMNeT++ class library. cSimpleModule, 
just as cCompoundModule, is derived from a common base class, cModule. These 
member functions are void initialize(), void handleMessage(cMessage *msg),  void 
activity() and  void finish(). 
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In the initialization step, OMNeT++ builds the network: it creates the necessary simple 
and compound modules and connects them according to the NED definitions. It triggers 
the “Generate network topology” and “Set Routing Tables” modules 
The handleMessage() and activity() functions are called during event processing. This 
means that the user will implement the model’s behavior in these functions. 
handleMessage() and activity() implement different event processing strategies: for each 
simple module, the user has to redefine exactly one of these functions. handleMessage() 
is a method that is called by the simulation kernel when the module receives a message. 
In our simulation we prefer handleMessage() to activity()because activity() doesn’t 
scale well. This is a main step of our experiment. Most modules in the simulator 
structure are run in the handleMessage() function. We complete the functions of 
generating events, flow arrival or termination handling, network state collection, path 
computation, resource reservation and resource release.  
The finish() functions are called when the simulation terminates successfully. We 
complete simulation statistics collection during our simulation.[86] 
 
 
4.6 Performance Metrics 
Performance metrics are used to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms. 
In this thesis we consider two types of performance metrics: Blocking Probability and 
Jain’s Index, where this latter is used to measure load balance. 
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4.6.1 Blocking Probability 
The aim of developing new QoS routing algorithms is to produce schemes which can 
satisfy the required QoS in the most efficient way. That is, if a path satisfies the 
required flow QoS, then the path is accepted; if not, it is rejected. So a value which can 
reflect the degree of the satisfaction must be the best metric for the proposed algorithms. 
Then blocking probabilities can be used as measures of the efficiency of the QoS 
routing algorithms used. 
Flows will be rejected when at least one of the links along the path from source to 
destination does not satisfy the requested bandwidth or the requested delay constraint. 
The flow blocking probability is defined as: 
flow blocking probability
||
||
C
B
=  ,  
where B is the set of blocked flows and C is the set of the total flows. 
In bandwidth based QoS routing, since flows may request different amounts of 
bandwidth we also use the notion of bandwidth blocking probability which is defined as: 
bandwidth blocking probability
∑
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where B  is the set of blocked flows and C  is the set of the total flows and 
)( fbandwidth is the requested bandwidth for path f . 
 
4.6.2 Fairness 
Fairness is used to reflect load balancing which is another important factor to measure 
the performance of QoS routing algorithms. The aim of the measurement is to use the 
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network resources in a more efficient manner in order to reduce the risk of network 
traffic congestion. A load-balanced network has less delay and packet loss than one with 
an imbalanced load. It is important to design QoS routing algorithms to fairly distribute 
the load among the links in network topologies.  
There are several well known definitions of fairness. Jain’s Fairness Index (JFI) 
[104][105] is widely used for assessing system-wide fairness, and is defined as follows, 
∑
∑
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, N  can, for example, be the number of flows or 
number of links, nr is the value of the resource attribute being assessed for flow n , e.g. 
nr  can represent bandwidth carried by each link of a network. Then 1=J  corresponds 
to fairness across all links and 
N
J 1=  indicates no fairness. Thus, if ∞→N  then 
0→J .[106] 
 
4.7. Simulator Validation 
Validation is defined as the process of ensuring that a simulation represents reality at a 
given confidence level. Validation confirms simulation as a reasonable representation of 
the actual system[107]. Simulator validation is a method to demonstrate that the results 
obtained are correct. We implement the validation process through the simulations in 
OMNeT++ to verify the correctness of the localised and global QoS routing algorithms.  
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a Original results taken from [3] 
 
b Verified results 
Figure 4.6 Simulator validation results 
 
For the credit based routing algorithm (CBR) and WSP algorithm, we use the same 
simulation configuration and parameters as described in [3] to repeat the simulations 
using our simulator. The results are shown in Figure 4.6, and this indicates that the 
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results are very close to the results reported in [3], which gives confidence that the 
simulator is performing as it should. 
 
4.8. Summary 
In this chapter we have discussed the simulation of the performance of quality of service 
routing algorithms. After describing and comparing some main discrete-event 
simulation tools, we selected OMNeT++ as our simulator. We developed a graph model 
and the simulation model to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms in 
later chapters. We also described the simulator design and validation. Different types of 
network topologies and the performance metrics such as blocking probability and Jain’s 
Fairness Index used in the performance evaluation were also described. The simulator 
validation results demonstrated that our simulation platform appears reasonable in that it 
gave results consistent with those obtained independently by other researchers. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Chapter 5 
Localised Bandwidth Based QoS Routing 
5.1. Introduction  
QoS routing is the key technology to ensure Quality of Service in networks. The aim is 
to find out an optimal path to meet flow QoS requirements such as specific bandwidths 
or delays. Most of the QoS routing algorithms[1][108][109][110][111][112] [113][114] 
require global QoS state information of the network to perform routing. Frequent QoS 
state updates have to be used to exchange link QoS state information. This brings about 
several problems such as high communication overhead and route flapping which result 
from global synchronisation. Although some remedial solutions has been proposed 
[111][114], the essential problem has still not been completely eliminated.  
Localised QoS routing[2] has been proposed to solve some of these problems. Instead 
of global QoS state information, source nodes infer the network QoS state based on 
flow blocking statistics collected locally, and perform flow routing using this localised 
view of the network QoS state. Localised QoS routing has an advantage over other 
approaches because communication overhead is minimized and the processing and 
memory at core routers is reduced. Various localised QoS routing algorithms have been 
put forward such as the proportional sticky routing algorithm (PSR)[2] and the credit 
based routing algorithm (CBR)[3]. 
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Although these show good performance against other QoS routing schemes, PSR and 
CBR do not directly reflect the network QoS state fully since they only reflect it 
indirectly by the addition or subtraction of credits or computation of flow proportions. It 
is therefore likely that algorithms which use the required QoS metric like bandwidth to 
directly reflect the quality of a path may result in a better performance. 
In this chapter we propose two schemes - the localised Score Based QoS Routing (SBR) 
and the localised Bandwidth Based QoS Routing (BBR) – which are simple localised 
QoS routing algorithms that rely on residual bandwidth on the path in order to make 
routing decisions. We compare their performance with other schemes in terms of flow 
and bandwidth rejection probability under different network loads and topologies.  
 
5.2. Bandwidth for QoS Routing 
For reflecting real-time bandwidth state, we will discuss the example shown in Figure 
5.1. 
Figure 5.1 is a simple network with seven nodes. Node 0 is the source, and Node 5 and 
Node 6 are destinations. In the source node, there are four optional paths to next nodes: 
Path 00, Path 01, Path 02 and Path 03. In the middle nodes of Node 1, Node 2, Node 3 
and Node 4, there are two paths to the destinations respectively.  At Node 0, each path 
residual bandwidth is 00B , 01B , 02B , and 03B . The problems we must solve are: (1) how 
to select an optimal path for the flow when a flow arrives at the source; (2) how to 
update QoS state information of the network after the flow is routed along the selected 
path. 
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Figure 5.1 An example of Bandwidth for QoS routing 
 
We may consider two schemes to select a path (in this simple explanation of the basic 
ideas, a path is also a link) described below. In both schemes we assume that every pair 
of nodes in the network has a predefined set of candidate paths between them. This 
thesis does not consider the selection of the candidate path sets but a number of methods 
are available for carrying out this task [2]. Then the basic rationale of both schemes is 
that we can set up a path from source to destination one hop at a time. Upon arriving at 
the next node according to some selection criteria, then there exists a set of candidate 
paths from this new node to the destination. We can thus proceed on the same basis to 
the next node, and so on until the destination is reached. In this way it is seen that the 
path set up procedure is distributed rather than based entirely at the source node, as in 
the existing localised QoS routing algorithms. 
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5.2.1. Scheme 1: Selecting a Path Using a Random Number 
Generator 
It is logical that the path with maximum residual bandwidth should have the highest 
probability to be selected for the arrival flow. Then we consider an algorithm to select a 
path, which uses a variable iS  which is named the score of Path i . iS  is defined as: 
∑
=
= k
i
i
i
i
B
BS
0
, where =k  number of candidate paths. 
In source Node 0, when a flow arrives, the score of Path 00 is 
03020100
00
00 BBBB
BS
+++
= , the score of Path 01 is 
03020100
01
01 BBBB
BS
+++
= , the score 
of Path 02 is 
03020100
02
02 BBBB
BS
+++
=  and the score of Path 03 is 
03020100
03
03 BBBB
BS
+++
= . 
Then we select a path by Random Number Generator as in Figure 5.2. 
In Figure 5.2, the Random Number Generator RN generates a random number between 
0 and 1.0. The procedure of path selection is as follows: 
Run RN  generator 
if  RN  ≤ 00S  then 
    choose path 00 
else if RN  ≤ 00S  + 01S   then 
    choose path 01 
else if RN  ≤ 00S  + 01S   + 02S   then 
    choose path 02 
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else choose path 03 
then the flow is routed along the chosen path to the next node. 
 
 
Figure 5.2 Random Number Generator 
 
 
5.2.2. Scheme 2: Selecting a Path by Maximum Residual 
Bandwidth 
As and alternative, in the source node we can try to select the path with maximum 
residual bandwidth among the four paths. 
The procedure of selection of a path is as follows: 
Choose the path for which residual bandwidth = max { 00B , 01B , 02B , 03B } 
then the flow is routed along the chosen path. 
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5.2.3. Updating QoS State Information of the Network 
When the flow arrives at the source node, we assume the parameters as in Figure 5.3.  
 
Figure 5.3 An example when a flow arrives to the source node 
 
In Figure 5.3, the arrival flow required QoS bandwidth is 1.3, and its destination is D1 
(Node 5). The path residual bandwidths are 00B =1.9, 01B  =3.6, 02B  =2.4, 03B  =2.1,  
10B  =3.8, 20B  =2.7, 30B  =1.1 and 40B  =2.6. 
(1) In the case of scheme 1, the score of Path 00 19.0
1.24.26.39.1
9.1
00 =+++
=S , the 
score of Path 01 36.0
1.24.26.39.1
6.3
01 =+++
=S , the score of Path 02 
24.0
1.24.26.39.1
4.2
02 =+++
=S  and the score of Path 03 
21.0
1.24.26.39.1
1.2
03 =+++
=S . 
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Then we select a path by Random Number Generator as in Figure 5.4, where 19.000 =S , 
55.00100 =+ SS  and 79.0020100 =++ SSS . If we assume that RN =0.35, then Path 01 
is selected and the flow is routed along Path 01 to Node 2.  
 
 
 
Figure 5.4 Selecting a path by Random Number Generator 
 
At Node 2, when the flow arrives, there is only one candidate path to the destination D1. 
Then the flow is routed along Path 20 to Node 5. 
(2) In the case of scheme 2, when the flow arrives at the source node, 
max { 00B , 01B , 02B , 03B }= max { 1.9, 3.6, 2.4, 2.1}=3.6, then Path 01 is selected and 
the flow is routed to Node 2. The flow is then routed along Path 20 to Node 5. 
(3) After the flow is routed from the source to the destination, the path residual 
bandwidths are changed as in Figure 5.5.  
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Figure 5.5 An example after the flow is routed to destination 
 
In figure 5.5, 01B  =3.6-1.3=2.3 and 20B  =2.7-1.3=1.4 and the QoS state information of 
the network is updated.  
When a new flow arrives at the source, the score of Path 00 is
22.0
1.24.23.29.1
9.1
00 =+++
=S , the score of Path 01 26.0
1.24.23.29.1
3.2
01 =+++
=S , 
the score of Path 02 28.0
1.24.23.29.1
4.2
02 =+++
=S  and the score of Path 03 
24.0
1.24.23.29.1
1.2
03 =+++
=S . 
Scheme 1 will select a path by RN; scheme 2 will select a path using max {1.9, 2.3, 2.4, 
2.1}. 
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5.2.4. Comparison between the two schemes 
We now compare the two schemes using the example in Figure 5.5. When a new flow 
arrives at the source, we use the two schemes to select a path. 
(1) Assume the new flow has required QoS bandwidth 2.35.  
Scheme 1 selects Path 01 as the optimal path by Random Number Generator as shown 
in Figure 5.6, where RN =0.30. The flow is routed along Path 01. Since 01B  =2.3 is less 
than the required QoS bandwidth 2.35, the flow is rejected. 
 
 
Figure 5.6 Selecting a new path by Random Number Generator 
 
Scheme 2 selects Path 02 as the optimal path as max { 00B , 01B , 02B , 03B }= max {1.9, 
2.3, 2.4, 2.1}=2.4. The flow is routed along Path 02 and then is accepted since B02=2.4 
is more than the required QoS bandwidth 2.35. 
(2) Assume the new flow has required QoS bandwidth 1.2.  
In scheme 1, Path 01 is selected as the optimal path by the Random Number Generator 
as displayed in Figure 5.6, where RN =0.30. The flow is routed along Path 01 to Node 2. 
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Since 01B =2.3 is more than the required QoS bandwidth 1.20, the flow is accepted. In 
Node 2, the flow is routed along Path 2. The flow is accepted as 20B  =1.4 is more than 
the required QoS bandwidth 1.2. 
In scheme 2, Path 02 is selected as the optimal path since max { 00B , 01B , 02B , 03B }= 
max {1.9, 2.3, 2.4, 2.1}=2.4. The flow is routed along Path 02 and then is accepted 
since 02B =2.4 is more than the required QoS bandwidth 1.2. When it arrives at Node 3, 
the flow is routed along Path 30. It is rejected since B30=1.1 is less than the required 
QoS bandwidth 1.2. 
The above indicates that between a source–destination pair, we have to take every link 
which the flow passes into account. The scheme 2 also only gives consideration to the 
current hop. Although the path with maximum residual bandwidth is selected to route 
the arrival flow, in the next hop, the path residual bandwidth may possibly be too small 
to fill the requirement of the flow required QoS bandwidth. The scheme 1 operates by a 
Random Number Generator. It is able to reflect the bandwidth state of the next hop. But, 
possibly, in the current hop, the path residual bandwidth is less than the flow required 
QoS bandwidth. Schemes 1 and 2, each have their strong points and shortcomings. 
Based on these ideas, two new algorithms are suggested in 5.3 and 5.4 below. 
 
5.3. Score Based QoS Routing 
According to scheme 1 above, we propose the localised Score Based QoS Routing 
algorithm (SBR). SBR relies on the variable of Scores which depends on the residual 
bandwidths among candidate paths. In the source node, the optimal path is selected by 
Random Number Generator. Only the path which is selected updates its information of 
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residual bandwidth after the flow is accepted. The source node stores every path 
residual bandwidth, and computes scores of candidate paths when a flow arrives. 
The SBR procedure is as follows: 
 
It is assumed that every node has a predetermined set of candidate paths to each 
possible destination. 
1.       with a flow arrival, check the first node along each candidate path to the  
destination 
2. set score
∑
=
= k
i
i
i
i
B
BS
1
, where =k  number of candidate paths. 
3. run Random Number ( RN ) Generator 
4.  if  RN  ≤ 0S then 
      choose Path 0 
5. else if RN  ≤ 10 SS + then 
  choose Path 1 
 ………… 
6. else if RN  ≤ 210 −+++ kSSS    then 
  choose Path k-2 
7. else choose Path k-1 
8. route the flow along the chosen link to the next node. 
9. is the link residual bandwidth rP BB ≥ ? 
10. if no, 
  reject the flow and inform the source node and end 
11. else, 
  accept the flow 
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12. update path P residual bandwidth rPP BBB −=  
13. is the current node the destination? 
14. if no, 
go to step 1 
15. else, 
end 
 
In this procedure, iS  is the score of path RPi ∈ , PB  is the path residual bandwidth, and 
rB  is the flow required QoS bandwidth. 
Based on the view that a path with maximum residual bandwidth has the highest 
probability to be selected, SBR uses a Random Number Generator to choose the path. 
Each node stores the residual bandwidth of its outgoing links and updates this 
information when a flow is accepted on a path. In routers, SBR only requires a small 
memory space, and avoids more complicated calculations such as in PSR and CBR.  
 
 
5.4. Bandwidth Based QoS Routing 
In this section, we propose a scheme called Localised Bandwidth Based QoS Routing 
(BBR) which is based on scheme 2. In the same way as SBR, BBR stores every link 
residual bandwidth, and updates this information when a flow is accepted on a path. 
Within the set of candidate paths, the link with maximum residual bandwidth is selected 
as the next hop. 
The BBR procedure is as follows: 
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1. with a flow arrival, check the first node along each candidate path to the  
destination 
2.  set B  = max { 1B , 2B , , kB }, =k  number of candidate paths 
3. for =i 1,  , k , is rBB ≥ ? 
4. if no, 
  go to end 
5. if yes, 
  Path i  is chosen and the flow is routed along the chosen link to the next  
node. 
6. is the link residual bandwidth ri BB ≥ ? ( rB  is the flow required QoS bandwidth.) 
7. if no, 
  reject the flow, send message to the source and go to end 
8. else, 
  accept the flow 
9. update path residual bandwidth  
10. is current node the destination? 
11. if no, 
  go to 1 
12. else, 
  end 
 
BBR uses a simple method to compare the residual bandwidth of each path, and only 
the path with maximum residual bandwidth is selected. Its features are low memory 
loads and very simple calculations. 
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5.5. Performance Evaluation 
We have proposed two localised QoS routing algorithms which are both bandwidth 
based - the Localised Score Based QoS Routing (SBR) and the Localised Bandwidth 
Based QoS Routing (BBR). In this section we evaluate the performance of these two 
algorithms. They are compared with CBR and Dijkstra’s algorithm. Since the CBR 
algorithm has been shown to outperform the PSR algorithm [3], PSR is not used for 
comparison. Dijkstra’s algorithm [115], which is a shortest path algorithm, takes at least 
)log( LNNO +  time, where N  is the size of the network measured as the number of 
nodes and L  is the number of links. Dijkstra’s algorithm always selects the most 
seemingly feasible path based on its current global state and keeps it until the next new 
updates arrive to correct the situation. Dijkstra( x ) represents Dijkstra’s algorithm with 
update interval ( x ), where Dijkstra (0) gives an optimum bound on performance since 
this represents a global algorithm with instantaneous updates, but is obviously 
unrealisable in practice.  In addition to providing an optimum bound on performance, 
Dijkstra’s algorithm is used as a basis for comparison since it forms the core of many 
contemporary source routing algorithms that use the global link state. In our simulations, 
these algorithms use bandwidth as the only metric for routing. 
 
5.5.1. Simulator Configuration  
Our aim is to simulate the arrivals of a large number of flows in order to generate 
accurate statistical results and simulate realistically modern networks which have 
enormous capacities and can accommodate a large number of flows. To assess 
performance, a simulator has been developed using OMNeT++ [86][87]. The simulator 
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has two levels, one is the flow-level, which selects routes according to a predetermined 
scheme and does admission control and resource reservation. The other one is the 
packet-level, which is developed to increase the level of realism by simulating 
connection setup and tear-down. 
 
5.5.2. Network Topologies 
In order to represent the underlying topology given the dynamic nature of current 
networks, we consider four networks, each representing a different topology with 
different characteristics in the simulation experiments. Random topologies are generated 
by the Brite generator which is a parametrized topology generation tool, and can be 
used to flexibly control various parameters (such as connectivity and growth models) 
and study various properties of generated topologies (such as power laws, average path 
length, etc) [103]. The ISP topology has appeared in different QoS routing studies 
[103][99]. A torus topology is also used in our simulations since this represents a more 
uniform topology. Table 5.1 lists the most important characteristics of the topologies 
used in the experiments. 
 
Topology Nodes Links Node degree Avg. path length 
RANDOM12 12 36 3 2.015 
RANDOM60 60 184 3.067 5.176 
ISP 50 138 2.760 4.281 
Torus 80 320 4 4.557 
     
Table 5.1: Topologies generated and their characteristics 
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In our simulation experiments, we assume that the network topology remains fixed for a 
specific experiment; links are bidirectional and have the same capacity C  in each 
direction ( MbpsC 150= ). Every node can be both a source and a destination.  
 
5.5.3. Simulation Setting 
To simulate actual flow arrival intervals, we take both exponential and burst 
distributions into consideration. The traffic is generated at a source node according to a 
Poisson process with mean flow inter-arrival time λ1 , or a Weibull process with two 
different values of the shape parameter 0.3 and 0.7. The flow QoS requested bandwidth 
is uniformly distributed in the range between 0.1 to 2MB. The destination node is 
selected randomly with a uniform distribution, excluding the source node. The offered 
network load is LCbhN µλρ /= , where N is the number of nodes, b is the average 
bandwidth required by a flow, h  is the average path length (in number of hops) and L
is the number of links in the network[116][117]. The parameters for the CBR algorithm 
are 5_ =CREDITSMAX  and 1=Φ . Blocking probabilities are calculated based on the 
most recent 20 flows.  
In the start of every simulation experiment, the sets of candidate paths are computed 
based on the current network topology. It is done for each sub-network and backbone 
separately with the topology information stored in an array of links and nodes. For the 
purpose of the simulation, the set of candidate paths between each source-destination 
pair in a selected network topology are chosen. The simulations of SBR and BBR 
choose the candidate paths by choosing the set to include all feasible paths. The 
simulations for CBR choose each candidate path set as the set of all minimum hop paths 
plus a set of alternative paths as (minimum hop)+1 paths to meet the needs. This 
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process starts by assigning an initial value 1 to all links in the network and then uses 
Dijkstra’s algorithm to find the shortest candidate path. After finding the first candidate 
path, the weights on all the links along the path are increased, and the step to find the 
next candidate path is repeated until no more new paths can be found. 
  
5.5.4. Performance Measures 
Each experiment simulates the arrival of 2,000,000 flows with periodic increase of 
traffic loads. The simulation results are collected after every 200,000 flows. The first 
200,000 flows are used to provide a run up period to allow the simulation to reach a 
steady state before any measurements are undertaken. With such a large number of 
flows in total (2,000,000), the 95% confidence intervals were found to be extremely 
tight and in most cases were not visible on the graphs with the scales used.  They were 
subsequently dispensed with, both in this chapter and the subsequent ones. Since the 
performance of routing algorithms may vary across different load conditions, our 
simulation experiments consider a wide range of loads to assist in evaluating the 
algorithms under different load conditions. But in the case of low loads, flows are 
almost always accepted which results in very low blocking probabilities and all 
algorithms behave the same. Then we try to choose the most relevant range of loads and 
omit the rest since the relative performance of the algorithms is reflected in the chosen 
range, and the difference in the performance is otherwise insignificant. 
We use two performance metrics to measure the performance of the algorithms: flow 
blocking probability and bandwidth blocking probability. To recap, they are defined as: 
flow blocking probability
||
||
C
B
=  ,  
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bandwidth blocking probability
∑
∑
∈
∈=
Cf
Bf
fbandwidth
fbandwidth
)(
)(
,  
where B is the set of blocked flows and C is the set of the total flows and )( fbandwidth
is the requested bandwidth for path f . 
 
 
5.5.5. Simulation Results 
After a series of simulation experiments, the two blocking probabilities have been 
obtained and benchmarked against other existing algorithms. 
 
5.5.5.1 Performance Comparison 
The performance of the proposed SBR and BBR algorithms is compared with CBR and 
Dijkstra’s algorithms as in Figure 5.7. The load is uniformly distributed among all the 
12 nodes in a Random 12 topology and the overall flow blocking probabilities and 
bandwidth blocking probabilities under the different loads from 0.4 to 1.0 are plotted.  
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a Flow blocking probability 
 
b Bandwidth blocking probability 
Figure 5.7 Flow and bandwidth blocking probabilities for Random 12 
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The results in Figure 5.7 suggest the following:  
(1) When loads are low (less than 0.4), the flow and bandwidth blocking probabilities of 
all the four algorithms are small, and their performance is similar. This is because the 
flows on every link are few, and the sum of their bandwidths is not more than the link 
capacity. Flows are therefore almost always accepted. However when loads increase, 
the flow and bandwidth blocking probabilities grow significantly and the difference 
among the performances becomes very marked. 
(2) The update intervals clearly affect the performance of Dijkstra’s algorithm 
significantly. Dijkstra(0) has the best performance as expected. Dijkstra(20) offers the 
worst performance; its flow and bandwidth blocking probability increases rapidly. 
(3) The SBR and BBR performances are both better than CBR. Under small loads, the 
difference between them and CBR is insignificant but when loads increase, the 
difference becomes more apparent.  
(4) The performance of SBR and BBR is almost the same for small and moderate loads, 
but BBR becomes better than SBR when loads increase. 
To analyse the reasons for these performance differences, Dijkstra’s algorithm is a 
global link state algorithm. It selects paths based on a QoS global state which is updated 
periodically. That is, Dijkstra’s algorithm always selects the best seemingly feasible 
path based on its current global state and keeps it until the next new updates arrive to 
correct the situation. Dijkstra( x ) means the Dijkstra’s algorithm with update interval 
( x ), where Dijkstra(0) gives an optimum bound on performance. When periodic 
updates increase and do not respond quickly enough to variations in network resources, 
the performance becomes worse and worse.  
CBR selects the path with the maximum credits. The selected path credits are updated 
after every flow is routed along the path; any flow rejection will cause the decrease of 
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its credits and the selection of alternative path with more credits. Flow rejection is 
incurred by two factors: the flow required QoS bandwidth rB and the path P  residual 
bandwidth PB . On a path, when the sum of the required QoS bandwidths rB  increases 
continuously to a value which is more than the path P  residual bandwidth PB , the flow 
is rejected. CBR only updates path credits after every flow is routed along that path. In 
other words, if no flow is routed along a path for a long time, the path credits will not be 
changed. At the time, it is possible that path P  residual bandwidth PB  is changed as 
some other flows are routed over some links of the path and a number of bandwidths are 
released or reserved. Then a new flow routed along a path with high credits may 
possibly be rejected. In other words, indirect measures like path credits cannot reflect 
the actual current network QoS state fully. 
On the contrary, SBR and BBR see current path residual bandwidth PB  as an important 
factor. SBR selects a path by a Random Number Generator based on the view that a 
path with maximum residual bandwidth has the most probability to be chosen. BBR 
selects a path whose residual bandwidth is the maximum of the available paths. SBR 
and BBR are able to assess the actual network QoS state and so select a good path for 
every flow, if one exists. Under small and moderate loads, SBR performance is similar 
to BBR’s. When loads increase, to get a path with maximum residual bandwidth is more 
important in the high traffic environment. Since the path SBR selects is not always the 
path with the maximum residual bandwidth, BBR can offer a better performance since 
BBR always attempts to select the best path. 
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5.5.5.2 Impact of Network Topologies 
The performance of every routing algorithm may vary dramatically with the underlying 
network topology. We evaluate the performance of our algorithms using different types 
of network topologies. The flow blocking probabilities for the four schemes using the 
topologies previously are shown introduced in Figure 5.8.  
 
 
a Random topology RAND12 
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b Random topology RAND60 
 
c ISP topology 
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d Torus topology 
Figure 5.8 Impact of network topologies 
 
From the figure, we find that in all cases the SBR and BBR schemes both perform better 
than the CBR scheme, Dijkstra(0) has the best performance, and Dijkstra(20) offers the 
worst performance. The difference between the performance of SBR and BBR and the 
performance of CBR is obvious. In the cases of RAND12 and RAND60 topologies, 
when load increases, the difference becomes bigger and bigger. However in the cases of 
ISP and Torus topologies, the difference gradually becomes closer and closer when load 
increases. With Random topologies the performance of SBR and BBR is similar, and 
the flow blocking probabilities both increase together when load increases. With the ISP 
topology the performance of SBR and BBR has some distinction, with BBR marginally 
outperforming SBR. With the Torus topology, BBR outperforms SBR much more 
significantly.  
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Through the comparisons we can conclude that SBR and BBR both have good 
performance for different types of network topologies, with the performance of BBR 
better than that of SBR for more uniform topologies. 
 
5.5.5.3 Impact of QoS constraint 
We have compared performance with different underlying network topologies against 
increasing load. Now we also compare them against increasing QoS constraint. In our 
simulation, we keep the load fixed as 0.7, where load 1 is set as the flow arrival 
intervals exponential(0.001) seconds; then we get results as in Figure 5.9, which plots 
the blocking probability for the different algorithms against the required QoS bandwidth, 
where the required QoS bandwidth l is set as 0.1 Mb/s. 
 
a Random topology RAND12 
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b Random topology RAND60 
 
 
c ISP topology 
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d Torus topology 
Figure 5.9 Impact of QoS constraint 
 
Figure 5.9 demonstrates that as the required QoS bandwidth is increased then it 
becomes more difficult to satisfy the requirements and so the blocking probability 
increases. Against different required QoS bandwidths both of the SBR and BBR 
schemes perform better than the CBR scheme, Dijkstra(0) has the best performance, and 
Dijkstra(20) offers the worst performance. In the cases of RAND12 topology, when 
required QoS bandwidths are not more (less than 9), the blocking probabilities of BBR 
are higher than for SBR; but when required QoS bandwidths increase, the blocking 
probabilities of BBR become less than those of SBR. This means that the more the 
required QoS bandwidths increase, the better the performance of BBR is. In the cases of 
RAND60 and ISP topologies, the performance of SBR and that of BBR are very similar. 
They are all better than the performance of CBR. However in the case of Torus 
topology, the performance of BBR is still better than that of SBR for any of the required 
QoS bandwidths examined.  
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Through the comparisons we can conclude that SBR and BBR have good performance 
in the different types of network topologies examined against increasing required QoS 
bandwidth. On the whole, the performance of BBR is better than that of SBR. 
 
5.5.5.4 Impact of Bursty Traffic 
Some realistic traffic, such as IP traffic over Ethernets, has non-Poisson probability 
distributions and may actually show self-similar behaviour. It is important therefore that 
performance is also assessed when flow arrival is bursty and distributions have heavy 
tails [118][119]. So although Poisson traffic is widely used to model network flow 
arrivals, we also model bursty traffic in the Random 12 topology to evaluate the 
performance of our algorithms. To model the burstiness of traffic, we use a Weibull 
distribution with two different values of the shape parameter of the distribution, 0.3 and 
0.7, where burstiness is increased with a smaller shape value [116][119]. Figure 5.10 
shows the flow blocking probabilities plotted against the offered load from 0.2 to 0.8 
with different shape values.  
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Figure 5.10 Impact of bursty traffic 
 
From the figure, we note that the more burstiness in the network arrival, the higher the 
blocking probability of all the algorithms. The performance of Dijkstra(0) is the best 
performance, and Dijkstra(20) has the worst performance. The performance of SBR and 
BBR is better than CBR in the case of both shape 0.3 and 0.7. So SBR and BBR also 
have good performance in bursty traffic, with again BBR outperforming SBR. Poor 
performance resulting from high burstiness is perhaps expected since the periods of 
high traffic loads (bursts of traffic) will tend to swamp resources and so increase 
blocking. 
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5.5.5.5 Fairness 
Having a fair share of resources is important where the resource demands of multiple 
flows sharing the resource are not met. In the absence of any other resource controls in 
the network, this means that there is at least one point along the end-to-end path where 
congestion is occurring, and we may determine how the resource is being shared by 
evaluating the resource distribution across the flows on that (part of) the path. 
There are several well known definitions of fairness. Jain’s Fairness Index (JFI) 
[104][105] is widely used for assessing system-wide fairness, which is defined as 
follows, 
∑
∑
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, N is the number of flows, nr is the value of 
the resource attribute being assessed for flow n , e.g. nr  is the measured end-to-end 
throughput. 1=J  means there is fairness across all flows; 
N
J 1= indicates no fairness 
in the sense that just one flow consumes all the resources. When N  is very large then 
J will tend to zero, i.e. ∞→N , 0→J . [106] 
The Jain’s Fairness Index for the three schemes is shown in Figure 5.11.  
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Figure 5.11 Jain’s Fairness Index 
 
Figure 5.11 demonstrates that CBR, SBR and BBR all offer good fairness. Their JFIs 
also appear invariant to load. 
 
5.5.5.6 Nodal Storage, Communication Overhead and Time Complexity 
In our simulations we have compared SBR and BBR with a current localised QoS 
routing algorithm (CBR) and a global QoS routing algorithm (Dijkstra’s algorithm). 
Now we discuss the nodal storage requirements, overhead and time complexity of our 
suggested new algorithms. 
First we note that Dijkstra’s algorithm is used as a basis for a number of global QoS 
routing schemes to find the shortest or widest path. These take at least )log( LNNO +  
time, where N  is the size of the network measured in the number of nodes and L  is the 
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number of links. In addition, these global algorithms have huge communication 
overheads and storage requirements which have been previously well documented in the 
literature and discussed briefly in the thesis. 
In contrast, if we now consider CBR, this selects a path among the set of candidate 
paths at the source node. Taking this operation in isolation, the worst case time 
complexity is simply )( RO , where R is the number of candidate paths. This has 
previously been quoted as the time complexity of both CBR and PSR[2][3]. Also, CBR 
requires to update the information of blocking probabilities, which takes a constant time 
)1(O . However, what appears to have been ignored in previous publications is that 
having selected a path, CBR must also check out its quality by sending a tentative path 
setup message along the path on a hop by hop basis.  Thus, if the mean path length in 
hops, taken over all candidate paths is H , then the mean number of operations in 
setting up a path is Hk  where k  is a constant which arises from checking the residual 
bandwidth on the outgoing link of the chosen candidate path and determining if this 
meets the bandwidth requirement of the flow.  Then as the network size grows without 
bound, the mean path length will also increase without bound and, assuming R  remains 
finite, time complexity must become )(HO  and we see that it is therefore linear in path 
length. With regard to nodal storage for CBR, each node must store the sets of candidate 
paths to each possible destination.  Assuming that all other nodes are possible 
destinations, this requires a storage of )1( −NRH  addresses at each node.  This storage 
would therefore also grow linearly with network size. 
Now to consider SBR and BBR, although the complete sets of candidate path must be 
computed at the outset as for CBR, because SBR and BBR both proceed on a hop by 
hop basis in a distributed fashion, only the addresses of the nodes at the end of the first 
hops need be stored in each node. Thus, with the same assumptions as for CBR, only 
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the )1( −NR  addresses of the one hop neighbours of the candidate paths need be stored 
at each node and not the full paths as in CBR.  Then since the selection process among 
these R  one hop neighbours must be carried out at each node in a candidate path, the 
number of operations required in setting up a path is HRk , where k  has the same 
meaning as before. Thus time complexity is again )(HO , as for CBR. 
We can conclude from this that localised QoS routing schemes are more generally 
scalable and incur far less communication overhead than global QoS routing schemes, 
with SBR and BBR the better choices among the localised QoS routing schemes. 
 
5.6. Summary 
In this chapter, after detailed discussion of bandwidth for QoS Routing, we proposed 
two schemes: the Localised Score Based QoS Routing (SBR) and the Localised 
Bandwidth Based QoS Routing (BBR) which all make routing decisions using residual 
bandwidth statistics collected locally. SBR selects a path by a Random Number 
Generator based on the view that a path with maximum residual bandwidth has the most 
probability to be chosen. BBR selects a path whose residual bandwidth is the maximum 
among the candidate path set. Their performance has been evaluated through a series of 
simulation experiments. We have compared SBR and BBR with CBR and the global 
QoS routing scheme, Dijkstra’s algorithm, under different traffic loads and network 
topologies. We have demonstrated that the two proposed schemes perform better than 
CBR and Dijkstra’s algorithm when this latter has a realistic update interval. In general 
our results suggest that: 
 Localised QoS routing schemes which explicitly reflect the state of bandwidth of a 
path are better than schemes that are based indirectly on the path quality. CBR and 
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PSR are based indirectly on path quality through the credits and flow proportions 
respectively, but are not directly related to residual bandwidth, which is the required 
QoS metric. 
 The scheme which selects a feasible path by comparing residual bandwidths 
directly is more effective than the scheme which uses a Random Number Generator 
to select a path based on relating residual bandwidth to selection probability. That is, 
BBR outperforms SBR in a majority of simulation experiments. 
 It is demonstrated that the proposed algorithms both have good load balancing 
properties. 
 The time complexity and communication overheads of localized schemes are 
generally far superior to global schemes. 
This latter point implies that the localised schemes are generally much more scalable 
than equivalent global schemes.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Chapter 6 
Localised Delay Based QoS Routing 
6.1. Introduction  
In the previous chapters of this thesis we proposed two efficient localised QoS routing 
algorithms which both use bandwidth as the only metric for routing. In this chapter we 
discuss delay for QoS routing and modify CBR to use delay instead of bandwidth as the 
metric. Then we propose Localised Delay Based QoS Routing (DBR) which relies on 
delay on the path in order to take routing decisions. DBR also is compared with other 
algorithms such as CBR and a global QoS routing scheme according to flow rejection 
probability under different network loads and topologies. 
  
6.2. Consideration of Mean Delay for QoS Routing 
The requirement here is that a flow between a source–destination pair is accepted or 
rejected according to whether its mean end to end delay is less than or equal to the 
required mean delay for that flow while at the same time not jeopardizing the QoS 
requirements of any existing flow. There is some argument as to whether mean end-to-
end delay can truly be classed as a QoS metric since it cannot give a guarantee on 
instantaneous end-to-end delay such as might be required by some interactive real-time 
services. However, because of the asynchronous nature of a packet switched network, 
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instantaneous delay is a random variable (varies from instant to instant) and so cannot 
be supported as a QoS metric in such an environment. However, we argue that mean 
delay can be used as a constraint relating to the QoS and so be useful for services in 
which prompt delivery is desirable. Figure 6.1 shows a simple network with seven 
nodes and is used to illustrate the above requirements and their consequences. In what 
follows, we refer to mean delay simply as delay. 
 
 
Figure 6.1 An example of mean delay for routing 
 
In Figure 6.1, flow 1 is routed from source node 0, through nodes 2, 3 and 4, to 
destination node 5, where node 0 and node 5 are marked respectively as 1S  and 1D . 
Arriving to each node in the path, it is assumed that flow 1 adds delay 1d  to the node.  
Correspondingly, flow 2 is routed from 2S , the source node 1, through nodes 2, 3 and 4, 
to 2D , the destination node 6. It arrives to every node with delay 2d . Flow 1 and Flow 2 
share links from node 2 to node 4. It is assumed that the required QoS delay 9=rD  for 
both flows and 21 =d , 12 =d . In the case that there is only flow 1 on the network, since 
the flow cumulative delay 84)11( 1 ==− dDSD , then rDDSD <− )11( , and flow 1 is 
accepted. Now if a new flow 2 arrives on the network, 
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102)12()12(2)()()11( 121211 =+++++=+++++=− ddddddDSD and now, 
rDDSD >− )11( , and so flow 2 would be rejected, even though we can see that 
rDddddddDSD <=+++++=+++++=− 81)21()21(1)()()22( 212122  since if we 
accept flow 2 this would jeopardize the required QoS of the existing flow 1.  
Two conclusions are drawn from the above example: (1) Each flow is accepted if its 
cumulative delay is less than or equal to its required QoS delay; (2) Any new flow will 
affect the cumulative delays of existing flows which share common links, and so may 
jeopardize existing flows unless the new flows are rejected. Thus it is necessary to use 
some form of admission control in conjunction with any routing algorithm that uses 
mean delay as the QoS metric. Note that this situation does not arise when using 
residual bandwidth as the QoS metric since while mean end to end delay is an additive, 
path based metric, bandwidth is a concave, link based metric. That is, when using 
bandwidth as the metric, a QoS routing algorithm only has to check if each separate link 
of a chosen path has sufficient residual bandwidth to accommodate a new flow to 
determine whether or not the new flow can be accepted, irrespective of how many 
existing flows are sharing a link since existing flows are accounted for in the bandwidth 
used already used up on the link. 
 
6.3. Description of the Delay Based Routing Algorithm 
(DBR) 
The key rationale behind DBR is based on the observation that if each node maintains a 
set of candidate paths to all other nodes in the network, then if in choosing a path 
between a specific source and destination we proceed one hop at a time by choosing the 
next node as the one with the lowest mean delay among the relevant candidate path set, 
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then since the next node must also have a set of candidate paths to the required 
destination, we can simply repeat the same procedure from the next node and so on until 
the next node is the destination. The path selection and set up procedure is therefore 
distributed, unlike both PSR and CBR which select a specific end to end path at the 
outset based the computed flow proportions or path credits respectively.  Also, note that 
the flow proportions or credits can have been calculated based on stale information. 
With DBR, the path is not selected at the outset but is chosen on a hop by hop basis 
based on the current mean delay at the nodes. 
The details as to how DBR operates are as follows: Every node in the network is 
assumed to be able to act as a router that has a single shared buffer and is associated 
with a variable iD  which is called the node mean delay, where iD  is the mean delay of a 
packet through node i . Each packet must belong to a specific flow routed through that 
node and it is therefore clear that each packet must encounter the same mean delay 
through a specific node, irrespective of the flow to which it belongs. Each node is also 
required to maintain a predetermined set of R candidate paths to each possible 
destination as with SBR and BBR in the previous chapter. When a path selection and set 
up for a new flow arrives to a node, DBR chooses the hop to the next node by choosing 
the node with minimum mean delay among the set of candidate paths R . That is to say, 
after comparing all iD  which belong to the candidate paths’ next nodes, only the path 
for which next node iD  is the minimum is chosen as the tentative route.     If rDD > , 
the flow is rejected, where D  is a variable called the flow cumulative delay, which is 
the sum of the flow delays up to the present position, and rD  is the flow required QoS 
delay. Else when rDD ≤ , the admission control is called. If accepting this flow causes 
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any existing flow’s actual cumulative delay to exceed its required delay rD , the flow is 
rejected, otherwise the flow is accepted. 
Under the DBR scheme, routers only need to maintain and store sums of delays of flows 
on the nodes plus their candidate path sets. Also, the only tasks that the routers have to 
carry out upon receiving a request to route a flow to a specific destination is to send a 
multicast message to each of the R  next nodes in the candidate path set to that specific 
destination requesting the nodes’ mean delays, compare them and then select the node 
with the least mean delay, check that using this as a next node will not violate the QoS 
requirements of any existing flows through this node and then tentatively reserve this 
link in the path if the path acceptance criteria are satisfied or otherwise send a reject 
message to the source node. Any complicated calculations are thus avoided. 
The following is a pseudo-code for DBR: 
 
1. Set node mean delay iD  = sum of delay of flows on the node i  
2. Among the R candidate paths to the destination, choose the next node as the node 
with the least mean delay. 
3. Is the flow cumulative delay rDD ≤ ? 
4. If no  
5.  reject the flow 
6. Else 
7.  Does accepting the flow cause the end to end delay of any existing flow exceed its 
required delay rD ? 
8.   If no 
9.     accept the flow 
10.   Else 
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11.     reject the flow 
12.   Repeat the process from step 2 until the next node is the destination node 
 
 
6.4. Performance Evaluation 
In this section we evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithm - Localised 
Delay Based QoS Routing. We compare DBR with CBR and Dijkstra’s algorithm. 
Since the CBR algorithm has been shown to outperform the PSR algorithm,[3] PSR is 
not used for comparison. Dijkstra’s algorithm [115], which is a shortest path algorithm, 
takes at least )log( LNNO +  time where N  is the size of the network measured as the 
number of nodes. Dijkstra’s algorithm always selects the most seemingly feasible path 
based on its current global state and keeps it until the next new updates arrive to correct 
the situation. Dijkstra( x ) means the Dijkstra’s algorithm with update interval ( x ), 
where Dijkstra(0) gives an optimum bound on performance as before. In our 
simulations, all of these algorithms use delay as the only metric for routing. We again 
use OMNeT++[86][87] as the simulation platform. 
 
6.4.1. Network Topologies 
For reflecting the underlying topology given the dynamic nature of current networks, 
we consider four networks which represent different topologies with different 
characteristics in our simulation experiments. These are identical to these described and 
used in Chapter 5. For convenience, Table 6.1 lists the most important characteristics of 
the topologies used in the experiments. 
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Topology Nodes Links Node degree Avg. path length 
RANDOM60 60 184 3.067 5.176 
RANDOM12 12 36 3 2.015 
ISP 50 138 2.760 4.281 
Torus 80 320 4 4.557 
     
Table 6.1: Topologies generated and their characteristics 
 
In our simulation experiments, we assume that the network topology remains fixed; 
links are bidirectional and have the same capacity in each direction. Every node can be 
both a source and a destination. 
  
6.4.2. Simulation Setting 
To simulate actual flow arrival intervals, we take both exponential and burst distribution 
into consideration. Flows are considered to arrive to each node with delays which are 
exponentially distributed with mean value 0.0005 sec. That is, each flow adds an 
exponentially distributed delay with mean 0.0005 sec. to each node through which it 
passes. Destinations are selected randomly with a uniform distribution. For the purpose 
of the simulation process, we assume that all of flows have the same required QoS delay 
1=rD  sec. Simulations of DBR, CBR and Dijkstra’s algorithm all use mean delay as 
the only metric for routing. In other words, these schemes select paths and accept or 
reject flows according to the variables of the flow and node mean delays. The offered 
network load is LCbhN µλρ /= , where N is the number of nodes, b is the average 
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bandwidth required by a flow, h  is the average path length (in number of hops) and L
is the number of links in the network[116][117]. Note that when the network load ρ is 
varied, since for a given simulation on a given topology N , b , h , L  and C  are all 
fixed quantities so the only variables are λ  and µ . We must therefore vary µλ /  
accordingly to give a specific load. Note also that for different topologies, the mean path 
length ( h ) changes (see Table 6.1) so µλ /  will change with the topology to give the 
same load. The parameters for the CBR algorithm are 5_ =CREDITSMAX  and 1=Φ . 
Blocking probabilities are calculated based on the most recent 20 flows.  
At the start of every simulation experiment, the set of candidate paths is computed 
based on the current network topology. This is done for each sub-network and backbone 
separately with the topology information stored in an array of links and nodes. For the 
purpose of the simulation, the set of candidate paths between each source-destination 
pair in a selected network topology are chosen. The simulation of DBR requires the set 
to include all feasible paths. In the simulation of CBR, the set includes minhop paths 
and alternative paths. Between each pair, paths of minimum hop and (minimum hop)+1 
are chosen to meet the needs. This process starts by assigning an initial value 1 to all 
links in the network and then uses the Dijkstra’s algorithm to find the shortest candidate 
path. After finding the first candidate path, the weights on all the links along the path 
are increased, and the step to find the next candidate path is repeated until no more new 
paths can be found. 
  
6.4.3. Performance Measures 
The arrival of 2,000,000 flows is simulated, and the simulation results are collected 
after the first 200,000 flows. Since the performance of routing algorithms may vary 
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across different load conditions, our simulation experiments consider a wide range of 
loads to assist in evaluating the algorithms under different load conditions. But in the 
case of low loads, flows are almost always accepted which results in very low blocking 
probabilities and all algorithms behave the same. Then we try to choose the most 
relevant range of loads to reflect the relative performance of the three algorithms used. 
The flow blocking probability is an important performance metric which is defined as: 
flow blocking probability
||
||
C
B
=  ,  
where B is the set of blocked flows and C is the set of the total flows. 
 
6.4.4. Simulation Results 
We have obtained simulation results of DBR, CBR and Dijkstra’s algorithm in various 
networks with different flow arrival intervals.  
 
6.4.4.1 Performance Comparison 
The performances of the three algorithms are compared in Figure 6.2. The overall flow 
blocking probabilities under the different load conditions are plotted for the random 60 
topology. The x  in Dijkstra( x ) denotes the relative length of the link state update 
interval as before. 
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Figure 6.2 Flow blocking probabilities 
  
Referring to Figure 6.2, we can observe the following:  
(1) When loads are very low, the flow blocking probabilities of all three algorithms are 
small and their performances are similar. This is because flow cumulative delays are 
low and so flows are almost always accepted. When loads increase, the flow blocking 
probabilities grow significantly and the difference among the performances is very 
marked. 
(2) The update intervals significantly affect the performance of Dijkstra’s algorithm. 
Dijkstra(0) has the best performance. Dijkstra(20) offers the worst performance; its flow 
blocking probability increases rapidly, even under small and moderate loads. 
(3) The DBR performance is generally better than that of CBR. Under small and 
moderate loads, the difference between them is very marked and when loads increase, 
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even though DBR flow blocking probabilities are close to CBR, DBR still exceeds the 
CBR performance. 
(4) When loads are very high the performances of all algorithms would be expected to 
converge again close to a blocking probability of 1 due to no paths being available that 
satisfy the QoS. 
To analyze the above, Dijkstra’s algorithm is a global link state algorithm. It selects 
paths based on a QoS global state which is updated periodically. That is, Dijkstra’s 
algorithm always selects the best seemingly feasible path based on its current global 
state and keeps it until the next new updates arrive to correct the situation. Since 
Dijkstra( x ) means Dijkstra’s algorithm with update interval ( x ), then Dijkstra(0) must 
give an optimum bound on performance since this implies instantaneous update using a 
global link state, which is, of course, nowhere near attainable in practice. When periodic 
updates increase and do not respond quickly enough to variations in network resource 
utilization, the performance becomes worse and worse.  
CBR selects the path with the maximum credits. The selected path credits are updated 
after every flow is routed along the path; any flow rejection will cause the decrease of 
its credits and the selection of an alternative path with more credits. Flow rejection is 
incurred by two factors: the flow cumulative delay D  and the node mean delay iD . 
When the flow cumulative delay D  increases continuously to a value which is more 
than its required QoS delay rD , the flow is rejected. Each node adds its node mean delay
iD  to every flow cumulative delay D  when the flow is routed through the node. The 
key thing here is that CBR only updates path credits after every flow is routed along 
that path. In other words, if no flow is routed along a path for a long time, the path 
credits will not be changed. In the meantime, it is possible that the delays on the path 
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will change and so the credits can become stale in a similar way to an outdated link state 
due to a long update interval. 
On the contrary, DBR sees the node instantaneous mean delay iD  when selecting a path 
and so always operates with up-to-date information. 
We will further illustrate this drawback of CBR through the example in Figure 6.3. 
 
Figure 6.3 An example 
 
In the network in Figure 6.3, assume that flows are routed respectively from the three 
sources, S 1 (Node 1), S 2 (Node 2) and S 3 (Node 3), to the destination D  (Node 8) 
continuously and that for all flows 1=rD . Every source has two alternative paths. When 
a flow arrives, the source node uses an algorithm to select a path and routes the flow 
along it. To first consider CBR, assume that after some time when flows have been 
routed from the three sources to their destination, Path 3 credits 0.4.3 =creditsP and 
Path 4 credits 0.3.4 =creditsP , while Node 5 mean delay 5.05 =D , and Node 6 mean 
delay 6.06 =D . Assume that after a further period during which no flows arrive to S 2 
(Node 2), some flows arrive to S 1 (Node 1) and S 3 (Node 3), and are routed along 
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Path 2 and Path 5. The credits of Path 3 and Path 4 remain unaltered in that 
0.4.3 =creditsP  and 0.3.4 =creditsP , but Node 5 and Node 6 mean delays were 
changed to 8.05 =D  and 7.06 =D  since flows were routed to them along Path 2 and 
Path 5. When a new flow arrives to S 2 (Node 2), CBR must select Path 3 as
creditsPcreditsP .4.3 > , and route the flow along it. Then when the flow with the 
cumulative delay 25.0=D  arrives at Node 5, the flow cumulative delay is added as 
05.18.025.05 =+=+ DD , which is more than the required QoS delay 1=rD . The flow 
would therefore be rejected. If we now consider how DBR would behave, DBR selects 
Node 6 as the next hop since 56 DD < , and routes the flow along Path 4. At Node 6, the 
flow cumulative delay is added as 95.07.025.06 =+=+ DD  which is less than the 
required QoS delay 1=rD . The flow is therefore accepted. Thus CBR is required to 
select a new alternative path while DBR was able to choose this alternative at the first 
attempt to directly satisfy the required QoS. 
In terms of our discussion above, the results in Figure 6.2 can be summarized as follows. 
Dijkstra’s algorithm with update interval 20 offers the worst performance due to its 
inability to react in a timely manner resulting from its long update period. Benefiting 
from its credit based QoS routing scheme, CBR performs better than Dijkstra(20). 
However CBR only updates credits when the paths are used and therefore cannot be 
relied on to reflect the actual network QoS state correctly. DBR circumvents the 
problems associated with the above two schemes and its performance is better than 
those of both CBR and Dijkstra(20). As a localised QoS routing algorithm, DBR has 
much lower communication overhead since it does not have to collect, update and 
distribute information relating to the global QoS network state. As a reference, 
Dijkstra(0) provides an optimum bound on performance. 
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6.4.4.2 Impact of Network Topologies 
Since the performance routing algorithms may vary dramatically with the underlying 
network topology, in our simulation experiments the performances of the algorithms are 
evaluated using the random, ISP and torus topologies. The flow blocking probabilities 
for the four algorithms are shown in Figure 6.4, where subfigures a, b, c and d are the 
simulation results for the four topologies with a Poisson flow arrival distribution. 
 
 
 
 
a Random 60 topology with Poisson distribution 
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b  Random 12 topology with Poisson distribution 
 
c  ISP topology with Poisson distribution 
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d  Torus topology with Poisson distribution 
Figure 6.4 Impacts of network topology 
 
From Figure 6.4 we can assess the impact of the different network topologies. In all 
cases the DBR scheme performs better than the CBR scheme, Dijkstra(0) has the best 
performance, and Dijkstra(20) offers the worst performance. The difference between the 
performance of DBR and the performance of CBR is obvious. In the case of the 
Random 12 topology, when load increases, the difference becomes bigger and bigger. 
However in the cases of Random 60, ISP and Torus topologies, the difference becomes 
gradually closer and closer when load increases. In the Torus topology, all of these 
schemes give lower flow blocking probabilities than other topologies since the traffic is 
more uniform due to the regular topology. Through the comparisons we conclude that 
DBR has good performance for types of network topologies compared with the other 
schemes (discounting the unrealizable Dijkstra(0)). 
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6.4.4.3 Impact of QoS constraint 
We have compared performance with different underlying network topologies against 
increasing load. Now we also compare them against increasing QoS constraint. In our 
simulation, we keep the load fixed as 0.4, where load 1 is set as the flow arrival 
intervals exponential(0.0005) seconds; then we get results as in Figure 6.5, which plot 
the blocking probability for the different algorithms against the required QoS delay, 
where the required QoS delay 1 is set as 1 second. 
 
 
 
a Random topology RAND12 
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b Random topology RAND60 
 
 
 
c ISP topology 
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d Torus topology 
Figure 6.5 Impact of QoS constraint 
 
 
Figure 6.5 shows while the required QoS delay increases, the blocking probabilities of 
different algorithms all decrease. This demonstrates that as the required QoS delay is 
increased, it becomes easier to satisfy the requirements since eventually all the available 
paths will satisfy the requirements if the required QoS delay is made large enough. In 
all cases the DBR scheme performs better than the CBR scheme, Dijkstra(0) has the 
best performance, and Dijkstra(20) offers the worst performance. In the case of the 
RAND12 topology, when the required QoS delay is small, the difference among all of 
algorithms is obvious; when required QoS delay increases, the blocking probabilities of 
all of algorithms are close stage by stage. However in the cases of RAND 60, ISP and 
Torus topologies, the difference becomes gradually more and more while required QoS 
delay increases. Through the comparisons we conclude that DBR has good performance 
in the different types of network topologies against increasing required QoS delay. 
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6.4.4.4 Impact of Bursty Traffic 
Certain network traffic, such as IP traffic over Ethernets, has non-Poisson probability 
distributions and may actually show self-similar behaviour. It is therefore important that 
the flow arrival is bursty and distributions have heavy tails to model such traffic 
[118][119]. So although Poisson traffic is widely used to model network flow arrivals, 
we also model bursty traffic in the Random 60 topology to evaluate the performance of 
our algorithms. To model the burstiness of traffic, we use a Weibull distribution with 
two different values of the shape parameter of the distribution, 0.3 and 0.7, where 
burstiness is increased with a smaller shape value [116][119]. Figure 6.6 shows the flow 
rejection probabilities plotted against the offered load from 0.1 to 0.5 with different 
shape values.  
 
Figure 6.6 Impacts of bursty traffic 
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From Figure 6.6 we note that the more bustiness in the network arrival, the higher the 
blocking probability with the Weibull distribution. As with the Poisson distribution, the 
performance of Dijkstra(0) is the best Dijkstra(20) is the worst. The performance of 
DBR is better than CBR in the case of both shape 0.3 and 0.7, so DBR also has good 
performance with bursty connections. 
 
 
6.4.4.5 Fairness 
We also compare the fairness to evaluate performance of our proposed algorithm. 
Having a fair share of a resource is important where the resource demands of multiple 
flows sharing the resource are not met. In the absence of any other resource controls in 
the network, this means that there is at least one point along an end-to-end path where 
congestion is occurring, and we may determine how the resource is being shared by 
evaluating the resource distribution across the flows on that (part of) the path. 
We again use Jain’s Fairness Index (JFI) [104][105] to assess the system-wide fairness 
of CBR and DBR. The Jain’s Fairness Index for the two schemes is shown as in Figure 
6.7.  
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Figure 6.7 Jain’s Fairness Index 
 
Figure 6.7 shows as that: (1) DBR offers good JFIs which are all above 0.95; CBR gives 
bad JFIs that are between 0.5 and 0.77. DBR performance is better than CBR’s. (2) JFI 
of CBR becomes high when loads increase. This demonstrates that CBR cannot reflect 
the actual current network QoS state, but only an outdated one, so it cannot share 
network resources fairly; DBR solves the problem and gets close to ideal fairness index, 
which is also relatively invariant across all loads tested. 
 
6.4.4.6 Nodal Storage, Communication Overhead and Time Complexity 
With regard to nodal storage, the candidate paths to each of the possible destination 
nodes would need to be stored at each node.  However, it should be noted that the nodes 
would actually only be required to store the one hop neighbours for each of the 
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candidate paths and not the complete candidate paths.  This would simply require the 
storage of the )1( −NR  addresses of the one hop neighbours of the candidate paths.  A 
Connection Admission Control (CAC) feature can be built into DBR (as we have done 
in the simulation) by storing at each node for each existing flow through the node two 
variables representing the end to end required delay and the current end to end delay of 
the flows. The mean packet service time for any new flow can then be added to the 
current delay of any existing flow to check if this then exceeds its required delay and to 
react accordingly. The values of the required delay and the current delay of a flow can 
be stored at each node in a chosen path by the return message from the destination back 
to the source confirming that the path has been accepted.  This would simply require 
each node to store, on average, F2 values, where F  is the mean number of flows using 
the nodes. In addition, a node is required to store the chosen path for each of the flows 
originating from the node. Each path for a flow would be stored as an ordered set of 
nodes and would need to be carried in the header of each data packet belonging to the 
flow so that the packet can be routed accordingly. 
With regard to time complexity, upon receiving a connection request, source nodes 
must first multicast a message to each of the one hop neighbours in the required 
candidate path set, requesting their current mean delays. Each of the neighbours then 
sends back a message to the source specifying the requested delays. The source node 
then compares the delays and selects the node with the lowest delay as the next hop. 
The source then sends a path set up message to this chosen node containing the source 
and destination addresses, the current cumulative end to end delay plus the link 
propagation delay, the required end to end delay, the required mean packet service time 
and the route chosen so far to the current node. Each intermediate node first checks to 
see if the required delay can be satisfied up to that node and that the required delays of 
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existing flows are not exceeded if the new flow is accepted. If the new flow is rejected 
then a corresponding message is returned to the source and any tentative resource 
reservations set up along the way are released.  If the flow can be accepted up to the 
current intermediate node, this node then repeats the process carried out by the source 
node.  The whole process is then repeated at each intermediate node until the next node 
is the destination. The destination then conveys the chosen route back to the source and 
confirms the path set up at each intermediate node on the return journey. Each 
intermediate node also must convey the new current end to end delay back to the source 
nodes of the flows through the node and all corresponding intermediate nodes update 
their current flow end to end delays. If the mean path length in hops, taken over all 
candidate paths, is H and k represents the other operations required at each node, such as 
checking the current mean delay through the node, then the mean number of operations 
in setting up a path is )2( FRkH +  Then as the network size grows without bound, the 
mean path length H will also increase without bound and, assuming FR  and remain 
finite, time complexity is then O( H ) and so is linear in H . Worst case time complexity 
is the same but with H the maximum path length. This is better than global algorithms 
but the same as CBR which, using mean delay as the QoS metric requires
 )2( kFHR ++ operations to set up a path.  Thus, although the path selection is done 
entirely at a source node with CBR, the CAC and path set up still needs to be dealt with 
at each node in a candidate path and so time complexity remains at O( H ) under the 
same assumptions as for DBR. 
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6.5. Summary 
In this chapter we have introduced a delay based routing algorithm, DBR, which is a 
simple, localised QoS routing scheme which gives superior performance to the existing 
localised QoS schemes, PSR and CBR. These currently proposed localised QoS routing 
schemes operate with values that may be stale since they are only updated for a path 
when the path is used. In contrast to this, DBR uses current values of the QoS metric to 
make routing decisions and so is always operating with information that is likely to be 
more accurate and this undoubtedly contributes towards DBR’s better performance. We 
have also used mean end to end delay as the QoS metric, which is a metric of 
considerable importance for real time services. This metric has not been considered in 
the previously published work on PSR and CBR, which have operated using residual 
bandwidth as the QoS metric. This latter metric does not require the use of CAC and is 
considerably easier to use than mean delay. However, DBR could easily be modified to 
use residual bandwidth by choosing the next node by comparing the reciprocal of the 
residual bandwidth on each outgoing link of the appropriate candidate path set and 
choosing the next hop with the lowest value. Time complexity for DBR with mean 
delay as the metric remains at O( H ) since the algorithm has to be executed at each 
node in a path.  With both PSR and CBR time complexity is still O( H ), since the path 
set up involves operations at each node in the chosen candidate path.  It should be noted 
that this was previously quoted as O( R ) for both PSR and CBR but this considers only 
the path selection and excludes path set up, which is an integral part of the routing 
algorithm. 
Through extensive simulations, we have compared the performance of DBR with that of 
the CBR scheme and demonstrated that DBR outperforms CBR in all cases examined. 
As a reference, we also compared the performance of DBR with Dijkstra’s algorithm, 
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which uses global link state. The results indicated that DBR offers a better performance 
with much lower communication overhead than the Dijkstra scheme except in cases 
where Dijkstra has an unrealistically short update interval. Since DBR does not have to 
collect, update and distribute information relating to the global QoS network state, DBR 
also has much smaller nodal storage requirements and communication overhead 
compared to global schemes.  Finally, the linear time complexity of DBR suggests good 
scalability properties. 
 Same as bandwidth, delay can be an appropriate metric for a new localised QoS 
routing scheme which compares delays to make decision to select path. This 
scheme offers a good performance. 
 In localised QoS routing, the schemes which explicitly reflect the quality of a path 
are better than schemes that are based indirectly on the path quality.  
 Localised QoS routing can be employed to routes in a network with multi-
constraint delay requirements or heterogeneous traffic. 
 It is demonstrated that the proposed algorithms have good load balancing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chapter 7 
Conclusions and Future Work 
7.1. Conclusions 
In order to meet the needs of real time and multimedia applications in modernized 
Internet applications, Qos routing is proposed to collect the state of link state 
information and based on this to find a feasible path that satisfies the QoS requirements. 
In current global QoS routing schemes, knowledge about the global network state is 
required. But with the expansion of modern networks and applications, to maintain an 
accurate global network QoS state is not practical. The unreasonable communication 
and processing overheads is caused by frequent exchange of QoS state information. 
Increasing update intervals to reduce routing overhead leads to inaccurate information 
of the global network QoS state due to stale resource information and this degrades the 
performance of QoS routing algorithms. 
Localised QoS routing has been proposed to solve some of the problems in global QoS 
routing schemes. It infers the network QoS state in source nodes based on flow blocking 
statistics collected locally and performs flow routing using this localised view of the 
network QoS state. Various localised QoS routing algorithms have been proposed and it 
has been argued and demonstrated that they have advantages since the communication 
overhead and the processing and memory at core routers is greatly reduced.  
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This thesis has focused on localised QoS routing algorithms and has contributed a 
number of new insights into localised QoS routing as follows: 
 We have developed three localised QoS routing algorithms (SBR, BBR and DBR). 
They have been compared with an existing localised QoS routing algorithm (CBR) 
and a global QoS routing algorithm (Dijkstra), and it has been shown that localised 
QoS routing can be considered a viable and scalable alternative approach to the use 
of global QoS routing algorithms. 
 Unlike previous works which mostly use bandwidth as the required QoS metric, we 
have developed a novel localised QoS routing algorithm which selects a path using 
mean delay as a QoS single metric. We have argued that mean delay can be an 
effective metric to consider in QoS routing. 
 In localised QoS routing, the schemes which explicitly reflect the quality of a path 
are better than schemes that are based indirectly on the path quality. This has been 
demonstrated in that our proposed three localised QoS routing algorithms 
outperform the existing localised QoS routing algorithm (CBR). 
 It has been demonstrated throughout the thesis that localised QoS routing performs 
better than global schemes (with realistic update intervals) over different topologies 
and has better scalability properties and therefore might usefully be employed on 
the Internet. 
 It also has been demonstrated that the three proposed localised QoS routing 
algorithms all have good load balancing properties. 
 
7.2. Future Works 
Possible directions for future works are listed as follows: 
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 Bandwidth and mean delay are used as QoS metrics in existing localised QoS 
routing algorithms research but jitter and packet loss probability have not been used. 
Therefore a study of localised QoS routing algorithms with jitter and packet loss 
probability as metrics might usefully be carried out in the future. 
 The thesis has used bandwidth and mean delay as single QoS metrics to develop 
new algorithms. A multi-metric system which combines bandwidth and delay may 
be a good subject for future related work. 
 QoS multicast routing has not been researched in the literature before. It has a lot of 
problems yet to be solved and must also be a frontier to be explored. 
 In current networks, QoS mechanisms are based on the global QoS routing 
algorithms. If the QoS mechanisms attempt to change to localised QoS routing 
algorithms, the cost of network operations may initially increase and some existing 
applications will be affected. It would therefore be useful to research the transition 
from the global QoS routing algorithms to localised QoS routing algorithms in 
order to provide schemes which are non-intrusive and would not unduly disrupt 
existing services. 
 To deploy localised QoS routing in the Internet would require localised schemes to 
be applied both within the subnetworks and also the backbone. A study of how this 
might be best achieved would also be an important contribution. 
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